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GEFU – products you can trust! 

The simple  
art of cooking!

Dear customers,

Cooking is more than just peeling potatoes, washing  
vegetables or roasting meat. Cooking is a passion that 
inspires us provided we use the perfect designed kitchen 
tools. You do not have to be a culinary artist, but you 
easily might become one! Staying true to our motto “With 
GEFU everybody becomes a culinary artist” we offer  
products that will convince you through easy handling, 
functional added value and timeless design. In short, the 
sleek, innovative and practical design makes GEFU  
kitchen tools the perfect match for modern cuisine.  
Roasting thermometer, food mill, asparagus peeler,  
ravioli cutter or chopping board box, we have the right 
product for each recipe. Whether it is for vegetables,  
pasta or meat dishes, with our exclusive assortment we 
offer you the perfect tools for easy cooking. Get inspired 
and discover the variety of culinary indulgence with 
GEFU.

 

Rudolf Schillheim

Chief Executive Officer of  
GEFU Küchenboss GmbH & Co. KG

Nearly 70 years of know how make GEFU a specialist of high quality kitchen tools. Our entire line  
of products includes 280 best selling items which are all characterised by a perfect match of  
functionality, quality and design. The head office of this innovative mid size and growing company is 
located in Eslohe, Sauerland. GEFU products are sold in 47 countries around the world.
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Not only one single,  
first product of the series 
production but numerous 
more products randomly 
taken from each production 
run have to pass all quality 
tests.

Each production is  
based on a 3D model,  
a so-called CAD.

Based on this computer 
generated virtual model  
a first prototype is created 
which has to pass the  
first quality tests.

During the product 
development process 
function, materials and 
design are defined.

How to easily and quickly cook vegetable spaghetti 
made of zucchini and carrots? How to store fresh cut 
vegetables? Or how to bread a schnitzel without  
making a mess? You might have asked yourself  
these kinds of questions many times. We certainly are  
looking for answers and are working hard to find  
practical and innovative solutions in order to simplify 
food preparation and cooking. 

In cooperation with our design team we develop,  
create and draft a design out of our ideas. We choose 
moulds, discuss materials and create a prototype of 
new kitchen tools. If this prototype meets our high  
demands in terms of functionality and design we  
develop a 3D computer graphic which will become a 
template for series production. 

Prior to series production our products are tested in 
terms of finishing, material quality and safety in  
numerous quality checks. Only if the results of the 
tests meet our highest quality standards, the products 
will be released for series production and the kitchen 
tool will be added to our wide assortment of GEFU 
products.

The art of making 
a perfect GEFU 
product design! 
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Whether you cut tens of thousands carrots, turn the 
umpteenth schnitzel or chop tons of onions, 
kitchen tools are used on a daily basis and have to 
provide high performance again and again. 

It is therefore important that the blade is sharp, the 
spatula has an anti slip coating and the mechanism is 
impeccable. GEFU products are what could be said to 
be „unbreakable“.

Stylish, functional and of high quality – all GEFU  
kitchen tools must meet these high demands. The 
quality management of GEFU in cooperation with  
independent experts, i. e. TÜV Rheinland, extensively 
test all products with a focus on food safety,  
material, safety and user friendliness. This also  
means that during the process from the first  
prototype to series production, all products undergo 
several, substantial quality checks.

This quality procedure has paid off as GEFU has been 
awarded the LGA-tested Quality seal several times.  
With such high standards of quality, GEFU is able to 
offer the 5 year quality guarantee on several items. 
First class quality, design innovation, and high perfor-
mance make GEFU products the consumer‘s best 
choice in kitchen tools. 

GEFU-Q5: Functionality, first class quality 

and high quality finishing characterise our 

products. All products are regularly tested 

for quality and optimised to meet the  

highest demands of modern cookery. 

GEFU offers a 5 year warranty without  

restrictions for several items, recognisable 

by the GEFU-Q5 seal on the packaging.

LGA tested & LGA tested Quality: Whether cheese grater PARMIGIANO or spiral slicer SPIRELLI – many GEFU products 
have been extensively tested by TÜV Rheinland for i.e. user safety, functional characteristics, usability and hygiene and have 
been awarded the “LGA-tested” and “LGA-tested Quality” seal. TÜV Rheinland only awards a product which meets the  
highest safety requirements from user manual, functional characteristics up to user safety and only if it completely fulfils its  
intended purpose.

Quality assurance: the internal quality management of GEFU is responsible for quality monitoring in cooperation with 
independent certified inspections. 

The art of  
highest GEFU 
product quality 
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With base units you can 
also present smaller items 
in a good light.  

Mobile shelving systems 
like the indulgence corner 
can be easily integrated 
into each store concept.

Secondary placements 
can focus on seasonal 
highlights.

The wide range of more than 280 innovative GEFU 
products makes it difficult to choose. In order to 
show all attractive products in a positive light, GEFU 
offers high quality displays with with adequate  
functions. Make your choice between wall or base  
units in an elegant design. 

The units can be completed with additional display 
modules which make the system extendable without 
limitation. The system offers a lot of space for kitchen 
tools of all kind of sizes, from the smallest shish kebab 
skewers up to the largest pasta machine. 

Additionally, posters and displays can be easily 
integrated into the system to catch the eye.  
Effective secondary placements perfectly complete  
the range of displays. The new GEFU corporate  
design speaks a clear language and highly improves 
the brand. A perfect presentation will help each  
culinary artist to find his favourite kitchen tool. 

The art of  
GEFU’s product 
presentation         

Wall displays can be 
individually combined 
and come with catchy 
slogans, wall hooks  
and glass shelves.  

Poster and displays  
will draw the attention  
of consumers.
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Newsletter: A constantly  
updated consumer  

communication tool.

Window decoration: Modern consumer  
communication, also outside normal business hours.

Advertising: Eye-catching  
placements

Flyer: Consumer-friendly leaflets  
with GEFU information.

Internet: Available 24 hours a day www.gefu.com

The art of powerful and effective  
GEFU communication
Only a culinary artist or also a communication artist? GEFU gladly faces this challenge. GEFU uses 
various communication channels all year around in a professional and consequent way. With focus 
on attention getting sales promotions and media appearances in popular magazines GEFU accom- 
plishes to arouse the attention of national and international customers and to trigger impulse purchases. 
This communication strategy includes e. g. a creative advertising campaign in the specialised  
media, editorial product reviews in the consumer press which are expected to reach approx.  
150 readers, target group related online media placement, our website www.gefu.com, attractive  
displays for retailers, seasonal and thematically related leaflets and other print material to  

communicate consumer-friendly and easy to read product and indulgence information as well  
as the integration of QR codes on displays and posters which is a contemporary way to communicate 
with today´s consumers.
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INVIVO-Design Team 
Dennis Becker & Christoph Wiehle

Just cooking or 
the art of designing ?

Universal Cheese Grater 
PARMIGIANO LASER CUT

Rotary Grater 
PECORINO LASER CUT

The art of  
designing

Whether it is a cutting tool, grater or gripping tool,  
in line with our motto „nothing is impossible“ GEFU 
offers functional, stylish and special design kitchen 
tools. The ideas and products are especially develo-
ped by our own GEFU team, supported by the INVIVO 
designer team. 

INVIVO has expertise in designing kitchen tools,  
electrical kitchen appliances, home accessories,  
tableware and lighting. The company´s name INVIVO 
indeed reflects the philosophy of both graduated  
designers Dennis Becker and Christoph Wiehle.  
„INVIVO“ means vitality in the very best sense of the 
word: elementary and surprising. 

A profound and controversial analysis of various ideas, 
materials and production options result in the  
typical INVIVO industrial design. Elementary  
design and easy handling are as important as style 
and aesthetic features. The designer team ensures a 
perfect and easy handling of the GEFU products  
and, at the same time,  accomplishes to create a  
modern and stylish designer kitchen tool. 

Thanks to this creativity and innovative spirit GEFU 
products have been awarded the renowned red dot 
design award several times, most recently the rotary 
grater PECORINO LASER CUT.

Artistic GEFU  
products created 
by designers    
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Multifunctional cheese grater with two interchangeable 
discs, makes shavings or fine crumbs from hard cheese, 
chocolate or nuts in no time at all.

• For grating hard cheese / chocolate / nuts etc.
• 2 interchangeable grating discs for shavings and 
  fine crumbs
• Easy interchanging of grating discs
• One grating disc can be stored in the lid
• Food to be cut stored air-tight in the lid
• Material is grated completely
• Comes with a wiper
• Comes with flavor-lock lid / collecting tray
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

34660
Spice Mill AROMATICO

This cleverly designed GEFU spice mill is not only elegant but, more 
importantly, has a great range of functions. Filling is as simple as can be: 
turn the handle upright, remove the rubber lid and fit the bag of spices 
onto it. It’s easy to fill or refill with the spices you want. Adjust the fineness 
of your spices from below using the adjustable ceramic grinding device.
The supplied cap stops the spices trickling out onto your table or worktop.

• Practical flip-up handle makes it easy to fill
• Window shows if it needs refilling
• Screw-on cap for a clean table
• Adjustable ceramic grinding device
• Includes 6 labels 
  (chilli, salt, pepper, caraway, fennel, blank)

Thanks to its two interchangeable drums, the rotary grater is 
suited for making shavings and fine crumbs. Just put hard 
cheese, nuts or chocolate into the inlet funnel, turn the handle 
– and done! The sophisticated engineering of the rotary grater 
allows the almost complete utilization of the material you want 
to grate while keeping your hands safely away from it and 
guaranteeing odour-free and clean working.

• 2 interchangeable grater drums (fine and coarse)
• For grating cheese / nuts / garlic / chocolate…
• Closable storage compartment
• Grating directly into the storage compartment possible
• Odour-free working
• Food is grated completely, without waste
• Easy interchanging of drums
• Dismountable for easy cleaning
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

34670
Nutmeg Mill MOSCATA LASER CUT

Equipped with a Laser Cut grater mechanism, the mill grinds nutmegs 
and hazelnuts completely. 

• Integrated storage compartment for up to 4 nutmegs
• Comes with flavor-lock cap
• Lock-in function (marked Open - Close) for safe filling with up to 1 nutmeg
• Flavor-lock lid prevents mess at the table
• Handle folded out for easy operation
• Handle can be folded back for space-saving storage
• Stainless steel / plastic

grating discs 
for shavings fine crumbs

19060
Rotary Grater 
PECORINO LASER CUT

34680
Universal Cheese Grater 
PARMIGIANO LASER CUT
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55700
Gourmet Cutter VIOLINO

VIOLINO – the specialist in all matters concerning 
cutting and shaping. Whether you need thick or thin 
batons, cubes or slices for a tasty dish, VIOLINO
makes it easy. The gourmet cutter comprises of: 
 
• 3 different, interchangeable cutting surface blades 
• 1 remainder holder  
• 1 storage box for the cutting surface blades  
• Cutter with integrated hand wheel for various heights 
  of cutting materials

Thanks to the especially sharp knife, VIOLINO can be 
used for almost any type of food! Anti-slip feet. 
Stainless steel / synthetic material, dishwasher-safe.

13460         TOP SELLER
Spiral Slicer SPIRELLI

With the spiral slicer you can conjure up endless Julienne strips of carrot, 
radish, cucumber and all kinds of other firm vegetables. The 2 x 3 mm or 
3.5 x 5 mm spirals are perfect to create vegetable stirfries or pasta dishes, 
and to decorate serving dishes. 

The combination of high quality plastic and stainless steel 
means it can be cleaned simply in the dishwahser.

 • Special, sturdy Japanese blades made of stainless steel
 • Create endless Julienne strips
  • Finger guard
  • Two Julienne sizes – 2x3 mm and 3.5x5 mm
  • Stainless steel / plastic
 • Dishwasher-safe

13590
Tomato- and Apple Slicer POMO

POMO – now with automatic cutting guide. This is the only slicer which 
can cut tomatoes into 12 juicy and sizeable chunks.

  • With automatic cutting guide 
  • The uniquely ridged stainless steel blades and the 
     shape of the knives make cutting almost effortless
  • The juice is collected in the cutting base
  • Not only suitable for tomatoes, but also for apples, 
     pears and even pineapples - so ideal for fruit cakes, 
     fruit salad or desserts
  • Stainless steel / plastic
  • Dishwasher-safe 

Special ridged, 
Japanese steel blade.

13960                                  
Vegetable Holder                                                      NEW 

Potatoes, mushrooms, tomatoes, onions – the vegetable holder makes 
the art of cutting safe, and vegetables can easily be cut into slices or 
cubes of equal size. Losing your grip, getting smelly hands or even 
injuries – all that is over and done with. Just grip the vegetables with 
the ten stainless-steel prongs, hold the ergonomic handle with one
hand and cut with the other hand, using the steel prongs as the ideal 
knife guide. Done!

• Ergonomic and secure handle made of 
  stainless steel and ABS plastic
• Keeps hands odour-free
• Ten stainless-steel prongs grip vegetables securely
• Optimum knife guide for even cutting results

• No slipping, no risk of injury 
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

13420
Slicer TARI 

This slicer will make your work in the kitchen easier. Whether you are 
making fruit salad, tomato and mozzarella or a delicious mushroom dish, 
with the slicer you can cut exact 5-mm slices. The specialist serrated 
Japanese blade makes chopping ingredients into child’s play. To clean, 
simply unfold the bars and, after use, place in the dishwasher. 

The safe locking mechanism saves space when it is 
put away in a drawer.

• Special, sturdy Japanese blades 
  made of stainless steel
• Easy to clean thanks to fold-out bars
• Locking mechanism
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

Special ridged, Japanese steel blade.

13574 – sales enforcing 
display. Contains 14 units.
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13500
Pineapple Slicer                                       NEW
PROFESSIONAL ø 85 mm                     

• NEW: Etched scale to show the amount of slices
• Sharp cutting blade 
• Small piece cutter (12 segments) for perfect 
  pieces of pineapple also for apples or pears
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

13550
Pineapple Slicer                                 NEW
PROFESSIONAL PLUS ø 85 mm                     

• NEW: etched scale to show the amount of slices
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque
• Sharp cutting blade
• Small piece cutter (12 segments) for bite-sized 
   pieces of pineapple
• 1000ml transparent storage container incl. aroma lid    
   that can be used as a measuring beaker for 
  1-2 pineapples (dependant on size)
• Cleanly cut little pieces directly into the storage 
  container - no drops or spills
• Optimal dispensing possibilities with 
  two-sided scale imprint
• Aroma lid also serves as a storage option for the  
  pineapple slicer
• Stainless steel / SANl / ABS plastic
• Dishwasher-safe
 

cut slices count slices count slicescut into small pieces cut into small piecesstore savour the healthy fruit
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34520 
Chopping Board Box CASSETTO       NEW

This multi-talented chopping board and box excels 
with its numerous applications. The chopping board  
has a juice-catching groove and an opening for filling 
two containers below. Small quantities of chopped food 
can be collected in either the stainless steel tray or  
carried away by using the flexible cutting mat. It can 
even be used to marinate or to bread your culinary  
creations.  With so many ways to use, the only  
limitation is ones imagination. 

• Cutting, collecting, storing and marinating
• Chopping board with a liquid-catching groove around   
  the edge and an opening for filling the containers below
• Stainless steel tray to catch small quantities 
  of ingredients, e.g. cut onions / peperoni / herbs 
  or for marinade / spice mixtures
• Additional flexible cutting mat for carrying 
  chopped food
• 2 non-slip trays for collecting the chopped 
  food or offcuts
• SAN / stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-proof up to 65 °C

13680 
Double Peeler DOPPIO                           NEW

Double blades peel better. The double peeler with  
ergonomic handle allow you to work more efficiently 
thanks to the opposing curved blades made of high-
grade  Japanese steel blade. Peel vegetables such  
as carrots, cucumbers and asparagus precisely and 
without tiring.

• For peeling vegetables, e.g. carrots and asparagus
• Work efficiently thanks to opposing curved blades
• Curved blades made of high-grade Japanese steel blade
• Ergonomic grip with hanging loop
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

12560 
Asparagus / Vegetable Peeler

Its special and ergonomic shape and curved blade made of high-quality 
Japanese steel make peeling asparagus and baby carrots very easy. 
The 1-finger grip allows the peeler to be held securely. 
Stainless steel / nylon, dishwasher-safe. 
12565 - sales enforcing display. Contains 18 units.

13450
Garlic Cutter GARLICO

For fresher and better garlic aroma! According to the motto, don’t crush it  
– cut it, the clove of garlic is not crushed. Instead it is cut into rods or  
cubes. Tastes better, spreads easier and doesn’t leave fibres. 
It’s extremely  stable and has a great surface feel, suitable even for large 
cloves. Easy mechanism and an ergonomic handle. The removable cutting 
tool and grill guarantee easy cleaning. The mix of stainless steel and 
high-quality plastic is dishwasher-safe. 

  13455 - sales enforcing display. 
  Contains 12 units.

13470
Can Opener CANDO

The patented cutting tool safely opens the lid without sharp edges. 
The lid can be reused. Simple to use with an ergonomic grip and 
pincer function to remove the lid. Mix of stainless steel and high-
quality plastic, easy to clean and hygienic.  
13475 - sales enforcing display. Contains 12 units.
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Sommelier

12405
Screw-Top and Crown-Cap Opener BOTTARE 

Two in one. From now on you will need only one opener for screw-tops 
and crown caps. Easy opening with the help of this ergonomic opener. 
Stainless steel / plastic. Recommended by sommelier 
Martin Kupfer and wine maker Jean Buscher.

13480
Prosecco and Wine Opener VINOSO 

With an integrated dual-blade foil cutter, you are able to effortlessly remove 
the foil from the bottle. After you have removed the foil, simply reattach 
the corkscrew and screw into the cork until the cork has been completely 
removed from the neck of the bottle. Opens prosecco and wine bottles. 

Designed for all types of cork.
• Teflon-coated, extra long screw „with soul“
• Also removes dried or particularly long corks
• Self-removal effect
• Possesses integrated dual-blade foil cutter
• Stainless steel / plastic

13490        Available in fall 2012

Nut Cracker MANOLO                          NEW
with porcelain bowl                               

Ergonomic and timeless design

• Two-compartment system for big and small nuts
• Porcelain bowl for nuts or nut shells
• Cracks nuts without damaging the kernel
• Suitable for walnuts, hazelnuts, 
  pecan nuts / almonds
• Nut cracker: stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe 

12870
Tea Stick TEALEAF             

Get the perfect tea every time with the practical tea stick. Thanks to the spoon 
function in the funnel, you can measure out exact amounts of different varieties 
of tea. The cone-shaped form of the tea stick allows better 
aroma dispersal. Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

33600 
Bread Bin RONDO 

The “Rondo” bread bin captivates with its elegant 
design. With its safe and convenient folding mechanism 
and the large opening, you can store different types 
and sizes of bread easily. 

The non-slip feet guarantee a solid base and the kidney-
shaped form allows easy transportation. The bread bin 
ensures, through many well thought-out details, that 
the bread remains soft and fresh 
for longer. 

Appealing design 
made from quality  
materials.

33200
Dish Warmer CELEBRATE

Simple design, solid, heat-absorbent aluminium plate.
Hand protection with integrated heat-insulating handles, incl. 3 tea lights. 
Stainless steel. 35 x 24 cm.

28000
Server CUPOLA 

Award winning design, 3-piece set with lid, colander and serving bowl. 
Fantastic Versatility:  The unique fine perforations allow noodles or rice  
to be held in the colander section and is ideal for keeping food warm  
and serving.

 Ø 26 cm inside, volume 4.5 l. 
 Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Recommended by sommelier 
Martin Kupfer and wine maker 

Jean Buscher
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21820
Digital-Thermometer SCALA

Highly functional digital timer with an extra fast temperature display 
(4-10 sec) and an easy to read LCD display. Temp ranges -45 c to 
+200 c. (- 49f to +392f). Simple to change 
the display from c to f. For food and wine. 
21825 - sales enforcing display. Contains 12 units.

12910
Spice Colander GUSTO            NEW

The filled colander is perfectly suited for improving soups, 
stews or hot spiced wine. The volume can be easily 
adapted to different pot sizes. Thanks to the silicone cord, 
the spice colander is always ready to reach and can be 
easily affixed to the pot rim. The stainless steel bowls 
are interconnected by the silicone cord. 

• Stainless steel / Silicone
• Dishwasher-safe

16000
 Coffee Filter ANGELO                                      NEW

Pure aroma. Freshly brewed aromatic coffee.
Coffee drinkers know there is nothing like a cup of freshly brewed coffee. 
The ANGELO coffee filter gives coffee its perfect taste. The practical,  
sophisticated stainless steel filter has a plastic insert to maintain the  
water temperature and completes the preparation of the ground coffee  
beans using paper filters sized 4 or smaller.

 • For a perfect coffee aroma
 • For paper coffee filters in size 4 and smaller
  • High-quality stainless steel with adapter 
               for various types of coffeepots
 • PP plastic insert to maintain water temperature
 • Stainless steel / plastic
 • Dishwasher-safe

16010
 Permanent Coffee Filter Insert ARABICA          NEW

Brewing delicious coffee in a sustainable manner is no problem with the 
Permanent Coffee Filter Insert made of stainless steel and plastic. Suited for 
coffee machines and hand filters, it ensures delightful freshly brewed coffee
with the perfect aroma day by day thanks to its micro-filter structure. Multiple  
use is easy: just pull the filter out by the integrated strap, rinse quickly by 
hand or in the dishwasher, and continue with the next cup.

• Suitable for coffee makers or hand filters e.g. Angelo™ coffee filters
• Perfect coffee taste because of microfilter structure
• Permanent coffee-filter size 4
• Handle for removing the filter hygienically
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

14460                     
Measuring and Mixing Cup MISURO, 1000 ml       NEW   

One for all. Measuring, mixing, storing – the graduated beaker is a real 
all-round talent in the modern kitchen. It is made of high-grade plastic 
and graduated in ml / l / ccm / fl. oz. with an additional liter indication 
inside. The stainless steel base provides high stability while the splash-
guard lid facilitates the use of an immersion blender.

• Stainless steel base for stability
• Splash-guard lid for use with immersion blender
• Sealing lid for storage
• Measures given in ml / l / ccm / fl. oz.
• Liter marks on the inside
• SAN / stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

14450 
Measuring Cup, 500 ml         

The outside graduation of this useful measuring cup makes it possible to 
read even tiny quantities. In addition, it allows the weighing of butter 
through displacement of water. Stainless steel / SAN, 
dishwasher-safe.

12900
Tea-Filter ARMONIA                                                    NEW

Using the Armonia tea filter, everybody can perform their own tea ceremony. 
Armonia is suitable for cups and pots. Even with large volumes, Armonia 
provides full aroma and perfect taste thanks to its micro-filter structure. 
Lovers of tea will especially appreciate the stainless steel lid that protects 
the aroma and serves as a coaster when the tea has brewed.

 • Ultra-fine perforated stainless-steel filter material
 • Large capacity for full aroma
 • With a lid to cover the tea while it brews
 • Also serves as a coaster to collect drips
 • Stainless steel / Plastic
 • Dishwasher-safe
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11750
Meat Fork              NEW

This is the perfect aid for frying, carving and serving in any 
form.  Made of stainless steel, it is indispensable not only 
for turning various sized pieces in the pan, but also for 
carving and serving at the table.  

• Perfect for turning and carving 
• Length: 35 cm
• With hanging loop
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe

11910
Fish bone Tweezers

The fish bone tweezers function as a kitchen tool that removes fish bones 
precisely, reliably and above all, easily, so that nothing keeps you from 
enjoying your fish. The tweezers are also ideal for removing chicken 
feathers. Length 14 cm. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

11920
Kitchen Tweezers PINO                                         NEW

Tweezers offering a wide range of uses for cooking, roasting, removing  
and serving. Hygienic: the raised form prevents the tips coming into  
contact with the work surface. Suspension eyelet.  
Length 30cm. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.  

21540
Barbecue Tongs

With their well-balanced spring force and exact force transmission 
to their ends, the tongs guarantee convenient handling at the barbecue 
and at the table. The wavy ends of the tongs hold the foodstuff safely. 

 • Length: 35 cm
  • Stainless steel
  • Dishwasher-safe

10915
Spaetzle Spoon                             NEW

Make spaetzle right over the pot, just like grandma used to do - just easier, 
using the spaetzle spoon and scraper. Fits pot sizes from 18 to 24 cm. 
Nylon / plastic. Heat-resistant nylon-plastic up to 210 °C. 
Dishwasher-safe

10800
Spaetzle-Mix                                      NEW

The Spaetzle-Mix starts a new era of absolutely easy 
spaetzle making. Making dough for spaetzle, pasta,  
or batter for pancakes is easier than ever thanks to  
the recipes given on the shaker and to the graduation  
for the layers of ingredients in the transparent plastic 
container. The unique “Twister” insert mixes the ingredients 
perfectly, while a parallel 5-nozzle tank stops them 
from sticking together and the non-slip Santoprene™ 
inlays guarantee safe operation.

        • PP – plastic / ABS – plastic / Stainless steel 
          • Dishwasher-safe

12890
Cord Dispenser CORDELLO  NEW

Cord dispenser with container for the hygienic storing of food-safe cord.  
Pull out the required length and make a clean cut at the sharpened blade. 
Stainless steel / plastic. Spare cord: No. 12895

12320
Egg Pricker with Timer TEMPICO 

An effective combination of two products: an egg pricker with an 
egg timer. The sharp spike pierces the eggshell easily and the  
integrated timer sets the exact boiling time (not just for eggs).

Continuously adjustable up to 60 min., 
the timer takes care of all dishes. 

• magnetic
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The art of  
cutting

Santoku GOUFilet knife RAN

30320
All purpose knife GOU 

Most suitable for preparing fish, meat and vegetables.  

Blade length: 120 mm 
 

Just knives or  
the art of cutting ?

GOU Knife
Pure handiwork! From conception to 
the finished product, all GOU knives are 
finished by pure handiwork! They are 
manufactured in 5 stages, ensuring their 
super sharpness and infinite lifespan. 
The GOU knives also originate from the 
Yaxell blacksmith and contend with the 
crème de la crème of the Japanese 
knives with their particular blade and 
handle features. 

The core of the blade is made of 
Japanese SG2 micro carbide powder 
steel and is coated in 100 layers of 
stainless steel. The result is a blade 
with 101 layers and a Rockwell hard-
ness of 63 HRC. The handles are made 
of FDA inspected, resilient canvas 
micarta plus, consisting of canvas and 
resin, which unlike pakka wood does 
not contract and remains unchanged 
for decades. The GOU lettering is 
classily engraved at the end of the handle. 

GOU knives are used by the most famous chefs world-wide. But more and more ambitious amateur 
chefs are also using the GOU knives and enjoying their cutting performance.

* GEFU has the distribution rights for Germany and a few European countries.  
 In case of interest, please send us your inquiry.
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SEKI
GIFU

30340
Chef‘s Knife GOU 

The chef’s knife is suitable for universal kitchen use.  

Blade length: 200 mm 
 

30330
Santoku Knife GOU 

Santoku – the three virtues knife – is equally suitable for cutting fish, 
meat and vegetable.

Blade length: 165 mm 
 

30310
Office knife GOU 

Particularly suited to peeling all types of vegetables.  

Blade length: 90 mm
 

30010
Office knife RAN

Excellent for peeling all types of vegetables.  

Blade length: 90 mm

30020
General-purpose knife RAN

Perfectly suited for preparing fish, meat and vegetables.  

Blade length: 130 mm 
a

the art of  
Japanese  

smithing

RAN Knife
The professional Damascus steel knives  
from the RAN series are in keeping 
with current trends. Damascus steel  
knives boast 69 layers and high-strength  
V gold steel blades and have a Rockwell 
hardness of 60-61 HRC. They are cut 
by hand and are finished in five stages. 
This means that each knife is unique. The 
handles are made of canvas micarta, a re-
silient material, which, unlike pakka wood, 
does not contract : stands for the particu-
lar sharpness of our cutlery.

In the ETM test magazine in March 2009, 
the quality of high performance chef’s 
knives was tested. Knives from various 

European and Asian manufacturers were compared. At GEFU we are very happy with the very positive test 
magazine’s results in which the RAN knives were nominated test winners in two categories.
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30030
Tomato knife RAN with serrated blade

For cutting tomatoes, cheese and baguettes.  
Blade length: 140 mm

 

30070
Small cook‘s knife RAN

Can be universally applied in the kitchen.  

Blade length: 210 mm 

30100
Large cook‘s knife RAN

Universal use for the professional in the kitchen.  

Blade length: 255 mm 

30090
Ham knife RAN, scalloped          

For ham, cheese or fish.  

Blade length: 255 mm 

30080
Bread knife RAN, wavy

For bread loaves with hard or soft crusts.  

Blade length: 230 mm

30060
 Santoku knife RAN

The traditional all-purpose knife used in Japan for cutting  
meat and vegetables.  

Blade length: 180 mmell- 
a

30050
Filet knife RAN

Ideal for carving poultry, fish and roasts.  
- 
Blade length: 180 mmell- 
a

30040
Boning knife RAN            

For the removal of bones or fish bones and for trimming meat

Blade length: 150 mm  
f 
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30170
Knife Sharpener GOU SHARP        

To sharpen your knife as best as possible, we recommend the  
GOU SHARP knife sharpener.

• Grain: WA#400
• Use wet or dry  
• Replaceable sharpening stones 

30160
Knife Sharpener RAN SHARP

To sharpen your knife to the highest standard, we recommend the RAN SHARP  
knife sharpener. The Japanese sharpening stone has a WA#400 grain to even  
out minor damage and sharpen the cutting edge. This knife sharpener can  
be used wet or dry. You can sharpen your knife up to 5,000 times with  
the RAN SHARP.

30150
Whetstone RAN

Dual-sided grain 240 and 1000 for pre-grinding and sharpening.  

Dimensions: 185 x 62 x 30 mm

30140
Whetstone 1000 / 3000 

To sharpen your knife in a perfect way we recommend the traditional  
ceramically bonded whetstone. The Japanese whetstone has one coarse  
side (graining 1000) to remove small defects and a fine side (graining 3000)  
to sharpen the blade again. Double sided graining 1000 and 3000 for rough 
grinding and whetting. Ceramically bonded.

30110
Sharpening Guide Rail, 2 pieces 

We recommend these sharpening guide rails to help you sharpen on a  
whetstone. These sharpening guide rails maintain an angle of 10 – 15°, 
which is necessary for the optimum sharpening result. Sharpening guide  
rail, big – for knives with a blade length from 15 cm sharpening guide rail,  
small – for knives with a blade length up to 15 cm 

Cube Slicer CUBICO Slicer TARI

The art of slicing

Just cutting or  

the art of slicing?
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55700 
Gourmet Cutter VIOLINO                    

VIOLINO – the specialist in all matters concerning cutting 
and shaping. Whether you need thick or thin batons, 
cubes or slices for a tasty dish, VIOLINO makes it easy. 
The gourmet cutter comprises of: 

• 3 different, interchangeable cutting surface blades 
• 1 remainder holder  
• 1 storage box for the cutting surface blades 
• Cutter with integrated hand wheel for 
   various heights of cutting materials

Thanks to the especially sharp knife, VIOLINO can  
be used for almost any type of food! Anti-slip feet.  
Stainless steel / synthetic material, dishwasher-safe.

Slice – thin sticks and cubes
VIOLINO -Attachment for slices

This attachment is particularly suited to the cutting of slices. The slicing  
height can be adjusted between 1 and 5 mm. Whether sliced potatoes  
for gratins, cucumber slices for a tasty salad or sliced carrots for a  
vegetable side dish – VIOLINO cuts as quick as a flash!

VIOLINO - Attachment for thin sticks and cubes

This attachment cuts sticks and cubes 3.5 mm in width. According to 
demand these can also be cut to a thickness of 3 and 5 mm. Whether 
diced tomatoes for a tasty bruschetta or vegetable batons for a healthy 
wok dish. Let your imagination run free!

VIOLINO - Attachment for thick sticks and cubes

This attachment cuts food into sticks or cubes 7.0 mm in width.  
Ideal for making healthy vegetable crudités, chips or a vitamin-rich salad. 
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13520
Pineapple Slicer BASIC  ø 85 mm                              NEW
• NEW: printed scale to show the amount of slices
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque and cutting control
• Sharp cutting blade
• ABS plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

13500
Pineapple Slicer                                      NEW
PROFESSIONAL ø 85 mm                      
• NEW: Etched scale to show the amount of slices
• Sharp cutting blade 
• Small piece cutter (12 segments) for perfect 
   pieces of pineapple also for apples or pears
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

13510
Pineapple Slicer  COMFORT ø 85 mm / ø 95 mm     NEW

                                         

13550
Pineapple Slicer                               NEW
PROFESSIONAL PLUS ø 85 mm                     

cut slices count slices cut into small  
pieces

store

• NEW: printed scale to show the amount of slices
• Small piece cutter (12 segments) for perfect 
  pieces of pineapple also for apples or pears 
• Two cutting tools for large and medium 
  Pineapples Ø 85 mm / Ø 95 mm
• Sharp cutting blade made out of high quality, durable ABS plastic                                                                                        
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque                                                                                                  
• ABS-plastic          
• Dishwasher-safe

• NEW: etched scale to show the amount of slices
• Ergonomic grip design for optimal torque
• Sharp cutting blade
• Small piece cutter (12 segments) for bite-sized 
  pieces of pineapple
• 1000ml transparent storage container incl. aroma lid    
  that can be used as a measuring beaker for 
  1-2 pineapples (dependant on size)
• Cleanly cut little pieces directly into the storage container 
• Optimal dispensing possibilities with two-sided scale imprint
• Aroma lid also serves as a storage option for the  
  pineapple slicer
• Stainless steel / SANl / ABS plastic
• Dishwasher-safe
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34520 
Chopping Board Box CASSETTO       NEW

This multi-talented chopping board and box excels with  
its numerous applications. The chopping board has a 
juice-catching groove and an opening for filling two  
containers below. Small quantities of chopped food  
can be collected in either the stainless steel tray or  
carried away by using the flexible cutting mat. It can  
even be used to marinate or to bread your culinary  
creations. With so many ways to use, the only  
limitation is ones imagination.   

• Cutting, collecting, storing and marinating
• Chopping board with a liquid-catching groove  
  around the edge and an opening for filling the  
  containers below
• Stainless steel tray to catch small quantities of  
  ingredients, e.g. cut onions / peperoni / herbs or  
  for marinade / spice mixtures
• Additional flexible cutting mat for carrying  
  chopped  food 
• 2 non-slip trays for collecting the chopped  
  food or offcuts
• Can also be used separately, e.g. for breading
• SAN / stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-proof up to 65 °C

12750
Cutting Mats, 4 pieces

The individual chopping mats – black for meat - dark grey for fruit and  
vegetables - light grey for poultry - white for fish – help to make kitchen  
work more hygienic by keeping foodstuffs apart. The mats are marked 
with suitable symbols. Flexible material for quick transportation of the  
chopped food from the work surface into the pot or onto the plate,  
nonskid back for safe working. Knives remain sharp. 

  • Marked with suitable symbols
  • Flexible material for quick transportation of  
    the chopped food
  • Nonskid back  
  • Save knives from getting blunt
  • Size 30 cm x 38 cm
  • Material PP / EVA 
  • Dishwasher-safe

Meat

Vegetables & Fruits

Poultry

Fish 

Functional chopping board box for cutting, collecting,  
storing and marinating.

Chopping board with liquid drainage and two non slip 
drip trays for collecting and storing e.g. prepared meat,  
poultry, fruit and vegetables before cooking. The trays can 
be filled through the opening in the board. Small quanti-
ties of cut food like onions, pepperoni and herbs can be  
collected in the stainless steel tray that fits in the opening. 
The chopping board also includes a cutting mat for quickly 
and flexibly carrying prepared food from the counter top to 
the pot or bowl.
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13460
Spiral Slicer  SPIRELLI 

With the spiral slicer you can conjure up endless Julienne 
strips of carrot, radish, cucumber and all kinds of other 
firm vegetables. The 2 x 3 mm or 3.5 x 5 mm spirals 
are perfect to create vegetable stir-fries or pasta dishes, 
and to decorate serving dishes. The combination of 
high-quality plastic and stainless steel means it can be 
cleaned simply in the dishwahser.

• Special, sturdy Japanese blades made of  
  stainless steel
• Create endless Julienne strips
• Finger guard
• Two Julienne sizes – 2x3 mm and 3.5x5 mm
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

13465 – sales enforcing display. Contains 36 units.

13450
Garlic Cutter GARLICO

For fresher and better garlic aroma! According to the motto, don’t crush it –  
cut it, the clove of garlic is not crushed. Instead it is cut into rods or cubes.  
Tastes better, spreads easier and doesn’t leave fibres. It’s extremely stable  
and has a great surface feel, suitable even for large cloves. Easy mechanism  
and an ergonomic handle. The removable cutting tool and grill guarantee  
easy cleaning. The mix of stainless steel and high-quality plastic is  
dishwasher-safe. 

13420
Slicer TARI 

This slicer will make your work in the kitchen easier. 
Whether you are making a fruit salad, tomato and 
mozzarella or a delicious mushroom dish, with the  
slicer you can cut exact 5-mm slices. The specialized 
serrated Japanese steel blades make chopping  
ingredients into child’s play. To clean, simply unfold  
the bars and, after use, place in the dishwasher.  
The safe locking mechanism saves space when  
it is put away in a drawer.

• Special, sturdy Japanese blades made of  
  stainless steel
• Easy to clean thanks to fold-out bars
• Locking mechanism 
• Stainless steel / plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

Special ridged,   
Japanese steel blade.

13590
Tomato- and Apple Slicer POMO

POMO – with automatic cutting guide. This is the only slicer which can cut  
tomatoes into 12 juicy and sizeable chunks. 
• Base with automatic cutting guide    
• The uniquely ridged stainless steel blades and the shape of the knives make  
  cutting almost effortless
• The juice is collected in the cutting base   
• Not only suitable for tomatoes, but also for apples, pears and even  
         pineapples - so ideal for fruit cakes, fruit salads or desserts
  • Stainless steel / plastic • Dishwasher-safe • With automatic cutting guide  

   Special ridged, 
   Japanese steel blade.
  
  13574 – sales enforcing display. 
  Contains 14 units.

 13455 – sales enforcing display. 
 Contains 12 units.

 With safety device!
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12530
Apple Corer KERN-OTTO

This ergonomic apple corer makes it extremely easy to get quickly rid  
of troublesome pips of apples, pears etc. It is simple to use due to its  
ergonomic shape and the jagged edge. Stainless steel, dishwasher- safe. 

12532 – sales enforcing display. Contains 12 units. 

13560
Apple Peeler 3 in 1                              NEW 
 
The apple peeler gets things moving in every kitchen.  
As many apples as you like can be peeled, pitted and  
cut into spirals in no time at all. Its suction base holds  
on to any smooth surface. Just attach the apple, turn 
the crank to the stop, and the pitted and peeled apple  
spirals are ready to be eaten.

• 3 in 1 for peeling, cutting, coring
• Strong hold due to suction cup
• Apples or potatoes can be peeled and cut at  
  the same time 
• Easy handling
• Material: aluminum, stainless steel  
• Dishwasher-safe

  

13580
Mango Cutter 

Splitting mangos is easy now. This delicious sweet and juicy fruit can now  
be cored effortlessly with the mango splitter.  With a light pressing motion  
the core is removed and the mango is cut into two halves. The mango  
 splitter makes a clean cut through the fruit and leaves hardly  
 any fruitflesh clinging to the seed. The soft grips are gentle  
 on the hands. 
  
  • Stainless steel / plastic
  • Dishwasher-safe

13900
Cube Slicer CUBICO

The world’s fastest mechanical onion and cube slicer  
for tear-free cutting of onions and vegetables. The catch  
plate has a practical lid that can also be used separately. 
Precise cutting, no chopping or squeezing, all metal parts  
are stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

12360
Radish Curler RETTIMO

This practical tool makes it easy to cut radishes into decorative curls.  
It is equally suited to cut cucumbers, carrots, potatoes and many other  
solid foodstuffs. With holder and finger protector for safe and quick cutting.   

• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe
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13720 »La Linea«

Baller BOCELI 

The baller is perfectly suited to shape fruit, vegetables and butter.  
The sharp-thoothed rim even cuts into harder foodstuffs. The ergonomic  
handle makes it comfortable to hold.  
Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe.  
Ø 30 mm

13960      
Vegetable Holder                                                          NEW

Potatoes, mushrooms, tomatoes, onions – the vegetable holder makes the  
art of cutting safe, and vegetables can easily be cut into slices or cubes of  
equal size. Losing your grip, getting smelly hands or even injuries – all that is  
over and done with. Just grip the vegetables with the ten stainless-steel  
prongs, hold the ergonomic handle with one hand and cut with the other  
hand, using the steel prongs as the ideal knife guide. Done!

• Ergonomic and secure handle made of stainless steel and ABS plastic
• Keeps hands odour-free
• Ten stainless-steel prongs grip vegetables securely
• Optimum knife guide for even cutting results
• No slipping, no risk of injury 
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

13710  »La Linea«

Zester CERTO 

With its stainless steel blades, the zester cuts thin strips from the skin of  
oranges, lemons and limes. A chiselling blade for deeper cuts is integrated.  
The ergonomic handle makes it comfortable to hold.  
Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

13730 »La Linea«

Orange Peeler MELANSINA 

No trouble with peeling! Just dig into the skin of an   
orange, for example, and remove it with the orange  
peeler. The ergonomic handle makes it comfortable  
to hold. Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

13735 – sales enforcing display. 
Contains 12 units.

13740
Tomato Corer PICCO

Reliably removes the fibrous core from tomatoes or the hull from strawberries. 
The sharpened serrated rim and the ergonomic grip ensure easy handling. 
It is also perfectly suited to shape fruits. 

• With sharp-thoothed rim, Ø 10 mm
• For removing the fibrous core from tomatoes 
• Suitable for shaping small fruit balls
• Ergonomic handle
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe
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13670                     »La Linea«

Vegetables and Cheese Peeler VERDURA

Japanese peeler with a high quality steel blade to   
efficiently peel soft cheese, cabbage and green onions. 

• Ergonomic handle 
• Japanese steel blade
• For left and right handed users
• Stainless steel / plastic  
• Dishwasher-safe

Special ridged,  
Japanese steel blade.

13640                »La Linea«

Tomato / Pepper / Kiwi Peeler POMODORO

Japanese peeler with a high quality steel blade for tomatoes, peppers  
and kiwi. It has a smaller spoiler and the peeler, so that nothing sticks.    

• Ergonomic handle
• Japanese steel blade
• For left and right handed users
• Stainless steel / plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

 

Special ridged,  
Japanese steel blade

13650                                  »La Linea«    

Universal Peeler UNIVERSALE

Japanese peeler with a high quality steel blade for peeling asparagus,  
fruit and vegetables. 

• Ergonomic handle
• Japanese steel blade
• Stainless steel / plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

13770
Asparagus / Carrot Peeler FILIGRANO               NEW

The sharp special blades made of Japanese steel cut relentlessly and  
yet entirely safely and are comfortable to hold. Exquisite Japanese blades  
and the quality of a German brand-name account for these extremely  
sharp Japanese-style peelers. An additional advantage is the unique  
ergonomic shape of the handle, which makes work very pleasant.   
The vegetable / asparagus peeler serves to peel asparagus, carrots  
and other vegetables.

• Peels vegetables, such as e.g. asparagus or carrots effectively
• Ergonomic handle
• Suitable for right and left-handed people
• Special Japanese blade
• Stainless steel / ABS plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

With ingenious scraper and eyer on both 
sides for right-handed and left-handed use

13660                                   »La Linea«

Julienne Cutter STRISCIA

Japanese cutter with a high quality steel blade to effectively cut strips  
of carrots, cucumbers and  radishes. 

• Ergonomic handle
• Japanese steel blade
• For left and right handed users
• Stainless steel / plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

Special ridged,  
Japanese steel blade
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12500
Universal Peeler

The traditional peeler is made from high quality stainless steel  
and is a vital part of every kitchen. Dishwasher-safe.

12520
Universal Peeler

This peeler for right-handed and left-handed use is ideal for peeling  
vegetables such as carrots, cucumbers and potatoes.  
Japanese steel blade. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
 

13630
Ceramic Peeler CERAMO 

This ceramic peeler is equally well suited for peeling fruit and vegetables.  
The perma-sharp blade is not only absolutely flavourless and odourless  
but also anti-allergic and hygienic. Even with acidic fruit there will be no  
oxidation. Peeled fruit will look fresh longer. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

12560 
Asparagus / Vegetable Peeler

Its special and ergonomic shape and curved blade made of high-quality  
Japanese steel blade peel asparagus and carrots very easily.  
The 1-finger grip allows the peeler to be held securely. 

• Ergonomic handle with 1-finger grip
• Flexible handle 
• With an integrated knife 
• Curved blade made of high-quality 
  Japanese steel blade 
• Stainless steel / nylon  
• Dishwasher-proof

Peel faster now with the curved blade.

12565 sales enforcing display. 
Contains 18 units

13680 
Double Peeler DOPPIO                          NEW

Double blades peel better. The double peeler with its ergo-
nomic handle allows you to work more efficiently thanks to 
the opposing curved blades made of high-grade Japanese 
steel blade. Peel vegetables such as carrots, cucumbers 
and asparagus precisely and without tiring.

• For peeling vegetables, e.g. carrots and asparagus
• Comfortable and precise peeling
• Work efficiently thanks to opposing curved blades 
• Curved blades made of high-grade Japanese  
  steel blade 
• Space-saving storage through locking mechanism  
  in the grip 
• Stainless steel / plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

50400
Ceramic Slicer                                                            NEW  

Glide over fruits and vegetables with incredible ease, creating perfect  
paper thin slices. The ceramic perma-sharp blade slices fruits and  
vegetables equallywell and does not take on any flavors or odors. In  
addition it is anti-allergic, hygienic and dishwasher safe. A finger guard  
keeps the fingers safely away from the ultra sharp blade for worry free use.

• Ultra sharp! The food smoothly glides over the ceramic blade  
• Creates perfectly thin slices 
• Finger guard included
• Easy cleaning under running water!
• Material: body made of ABS, black. Blade made of ceramic 
• Dishwasher-safe 
• Ceramic Blade: 
 - flavourless and odourless 
 - anti-allergic (i. e. nickel allergy) and hygienic 
 - no oxidation, even with acidic fruit

12510
Asparagus and Vegetable Peeler

Traditional in a new form: Ergonomic for both right- and left-handed  
people, it easily peels asparagus and other vegetables. Flexible blade.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

13610
Ergonomic Peeler, stainless steel

Japanese steel blade to peel asparagus,  
carrots, cucumbers, etc. Fits the hand.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 

12770
Ceramic Peeler                                                        NEW 

This ceramic peeler is well suited for peeling either fruits or vegetables. 
Anti-allergic and hygienic. No oxidation, even with acidic fruit.   
Ceramic / Plastic. Dishwasher-safe.
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14660 »La Linea«

Pizza / Cake cutting Wheel PEZETTO

The very sharp nylon wheel won‘t scratch coated pans or dishes.  
Can also be used for cutting through dough, cakes, hash browns  
and pancakes. Suitable for left and right handed users.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

14680 »La Linea«

Universal Cutter RAFFINATO

What can you use to quickly cut fresh herbs, ham, lunch meats, cheese etc.   
into strips? Use our Universal cutter! Stylish, efficient and easy to clean.  

Simply rinse under running water. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

54000
Gourmet Slicer TARTUFOLO

Fantastic hand held slicer with finesse: With one side you can slice cheese  
and with the other truffles, mushrooms and parmesan.
 
 • Adjustable slip-resistant handle
 • Stainless steel blade
 • Dishwasher-safe

13690                                 »La Linea«

Cheese Slicer PAMA 

The ultimate cheese slicer! Two slicing cords ensure perfect slices;  
thick or thin. Perfect for sandwiches, grilling or on cheese platters.   
Made of high-quality stainless steel, hygienic and easy to clean.   
Stainless steel, Dishwasher-safe.

13750
French-fries and Vegetable Cutter 

Comes with strong vacuum suction grips for safety and sharpened steel 
chipping blades provides 36 squares, each 12 x 12 mm.  
Removable ejector and blades.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

13760
Rods Cutter Insert 13750

This replaceable blade insert cuts potatoes and  
vegetables such as carrots and cucumbers into  
64 thin sticks (9 x 9 mm).  
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

12350
Egg Slicer DUO

Dual purpose, modern egg slicer.  
Gives equal egg slices or wedges. 
Hygienic and easy to clean.

 • Stainless steel / plastic
 • Dishwasher-safe

Spare wire for Cheese 
Slicer: No. 13695
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12600
Poultry Shears            

Ideal for all types of poultry – with latch.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 
 
 

12660
Herb Scissors          NEW

For a gentle and quick way of cutting herbs.

• 5 pairs of blades 
• Aroma-preserving method of cutting herbs
• Incl. cleaning comb
• Stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

12610
Spring-loaded Poultry Shears

Professional quality. The poultry shears effortlessly and cleanly cut the meat.  
With a stylish design and sharp cutting teeth, the shears are also easy to clean. 
Can also be locked together for safe storage. Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe. 

12650
All-purpose Shears            

Stainless steel blades with ergonomic plastic handles, with a bottle cap  
opener. For screw-on lids up to 30 mm diameter.
Dishwasher-safe. 

13910
Vegetable and Herb Chopper

Solid quality design. Extra sharp blades for fine cutting with side scrapers  
and a slip resistant base, the container also has a lid for storage.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

13920
 Vegetable and Herb Chopper

Solid quality design. Extra sharp blades for fine cutting with side scrapers  
and a slip resistant base, the container also has a lid for storage.   
Plastic, dishwasher-safe.

13800
Peeling knife                         NEW

The peeling knife is perfect for peeling potatoes and fruit. Bottom side with  
rubber for a safe hold. Length of blade: 8 cm. HRC 50 - 52. Japanese  
steel blade 420J2 / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

13820
All purpose knife           NEW

This multi-use knife is perfect for cutting, such as bread or tomatoes.  
Ergonomic plastic handle. Bottom side with rubber for a safe hold. 
Length of blade: 11 cm. HRC 50 - 52.
Japanese steel blade 420J2 / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

13810
 Vegetable knife        NEW

Thanks to its short flexible blade the vegetable knife is especially easy and 
versatile to use. The perfect tool for preparing and cutting food such as  
vegetables and salads. Ergonomic plastic handle. Bottom side with  
rubber for a safe hold. Length of blade: 8,5 cm. HRC 50. Japanese  
steel blade 420J2 / plastic, dishwasher-safe.
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Four-way Grater
VITALES LASER CUT

Nutmeg Mill
MOSCATA LASER CUT

The art of 
grating

Laser Cut
The La Linea line of long and narrow 
graters bring greater efficiency into the 
kitchen. They are extremely sharp and 
produce optimal grating results. Food 
is cut and not ripped by the small, very 
sharp teeth so that the flavours are not 
lost. Due to the high level of sharpness, 
there is hardly any liquid residue on the 
cutting edge and everything remains 
smooth. This sharpness is guaranteed 
by a special LASER CUT process. The 
various graters can be used for a wide 
range of applications in the kitchen.  
Further advantages of the graters inclu-
de the curved top plating and the anti-
slip foot which ensures stability when 
grating.

51060                                   
Crown fine Grater CORONA 

Ideal for parmesan, lemon and orange peel as well  
as fine vegetable pulp 
 
• Stainless steel • Dishwasher-safe

52050                                   
Universal Grater MULTICO 

The universal grater has two different grating blades which  
can be used to finely or coarsely grate various spices, types  
of  vegetables and other solid food. The fine grating blades  
are particularly suited to citrus fruits, parmesan, nutmeg,  
garlic etc. The coarse grating blades are suitable for solid  
cheeses, carrots, potatoes and chocolate etc.

• Stainless steel • Dishwasher-safe

Just rasping or 
 the art of grating?
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51360                                    
Fine Grater FINO 

For raw vegetables, parmesan and chocolate.  

• Stainless steel • Dishwasher-safe

51160                                    
Flaker FIOCCHI 

This grater with it‘s longer and thinner holes, ensures great  
results every time and is perfect for parmesan, garlic, leafy  
vegetables and chocolate etc. 

       • Stainless steel • Dishwasher-safe

51560                                    
Remnant Holder / Fingerguard RESTO 

GEFU knows that fine details are important. The remnant holder ”Resto”  
has a storage container and is a cinch to use with every grater in the  
La Linea sterie. Dishwasher-safe.

34680        
Universal Cheese Grater PARMIGIANO LASER CUT

Multifunctional cheese grater with two interchangeable discs, makes  
shavings or fine crumbs from hard cheese, chocolate or nuts in no time  
at all.

• For grating hard cheese / chocolate / nuts etc.
• 2 interchangeable grating discs for shavings and fine crumbs
• Easy interchanging of grating discs 
• One grating disc can be stored in the lid 
• Food to be cut stored air-tight in the lid
• Material is grated completely
• Comes with a wiper
• Comes with flavor-lock lid / collecting tray 
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

Thanks to its two interchangeable drums, the rotary grater is suited for making  
shavings and fine crumbs. Just put hard cheese, nuts or chocolate into the inlet  
funnel, turn the handle – and done! The sophisticated engineering of the rotary  
grater allows the almost complete utilization of the material you want to grate 
 while keeping your hands safely away from it and guaranteeing odour-free and  
        clean working. The drums can be interchanged easily. 

 • 2 interchangeable grater drums (fine and coarse)

 • For grating cheese / nuts / garlic / chocolate etc.

 • Closable storage compartment

 • Grating directly into the storage compartment possible    

 • Odour-free working

 • Food is grated completely, without waste

 • Easy interchanging of drums

 • Dismountable for easy cleaning

 • Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

34670                                    
Nutmeg Mill MOSCATA LASER CUT

Equipped with a Laser Cut grater mechanism, the mill grinds nutmegs  
and hazelnuts completely. 

• Integrated storage compartment for up to 4 nutmegs
• Comes with flavor-lock cap
• Lock-in function (marked Open - Close) for safe filling  
  with up to 1 nutmeg.
• Flavor-lock lid prevents mess at the table
• Handle folded out for easy operation
• Handle can be folded back for space-saving storage
• Stainless steel / plastic

51210                                    
Coarse Shredder GREZZO   

  For grating vegetables and cheese.  

  • Stainless steel • Dishwasher-safe

19060           
Rotary Grater PECORINO LASER CUT

grating disc 
for shavings 

for fine crumbs
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35375
Obst- und Gemüsereibe FRUTTARE 

Die Apfelreibe für Ihr Wohlbefinden. Keramikreibe, mit äußerst harten und 
scharfen Zähnen für ein fantastisches Reibeergebnis.  Äpfel, Möhren und  
Gemüse wie Ingwer, Knoblauch und Rettich verwandeln sich in ein brei- 
artiges Mus. Spülmaschinengeeignet.

55800
Four-way Grater Raspini

The practical Quadro grater with a crown, a vegetable and a raw food grater.  
Slip resistant feet for a safe use and a large collecting bowl made from ABS 
plastic. Dual sided slicer for quick working. Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

Fingerguard for item No. 55000 and 55800:  
No. 55550

10750
Four-way Grater

Dual-sided blades for perfect cutting in both directions. Comfortable grip.  
Can be used for fine, coarse and potato grating,
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

10760
Four-way Grater VITALES LASER CUT    
  

The VITALES LASER CUT grater from GEFU is a universal genius in the modern  
kitchen. Thanks to the special Lasercut technology, the blades are extremely  
sharp and guarantee perfect results at all times. Whether to grate hard or flexible 
food, whether to grate cheese, ginger or vegetables – the four-way grater from 
GEFU grates with its different types of friction surfaces everything effortlessly.  
The ergonomic designed handle and the anti-slip base are exceptionally convenient. 

• Five friction surfaces:
  - two-way rasp 
  - precision and medium-fine rasp for spices or ginger 
  - vegetable and soft cheese rasp 
  - rasp for raw fruit and vegetables / hard cheese 

• Anti-slip base

55000
Multigrater Raspini

Grater with 4 interchangeable surfaces; potato grater, cucumber slicer,
vegetable and soft cheese grater and hard cheese grater. With a plastic  
collection box underneath. Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe

10600
Serrated Grater

With serrated crowns for finer and faster grating.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
 

35375
Fruit and Vegetables Grater FRUTTARE 

The fruit and spice grater for healthy food. Ceramic grater with extremely  
hard, sharp teeth for fantastic results. Turns not just apples, carrots and   
radishes to a soft mash but even ginger, nutmeg and garlic. Ceramic, 
dishwasher-safe. 

35370
Ginger Grater

Japanese ceramic grater, with very hard and sharp teeth 
for an ideal grating result. Herbs and vegetables like 
ginger, nutmeg, garlic, apples, carrots or radish turn into 
a paste-like mush. 

Does not slip because of silicone edges.  
Ceramic, dishwasher-safe.

NEW 
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10400
Lemon and Spice Grater DAS ORIGINAL

For lemon and orange peels. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.  

10450
Nutmeg Grater

With a removable nutmeg storage compartment. Made from stainless steel  
with plastic holder. Dishwasher-safe.

50100
Potato Grater DAS ORIGINAL

One piece stainless steel grater.  
Ideal for preparing hash browns and fruit. 
 

50150
Cucumber Slicer DAS ORIGINAL

One piece stainless steel slicer. Design to create five slices with each grating
action. Ideal for cucumbers and potatoes.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 
 
50200
Vegetable Slicer DAS ORIGINAL

One piece stainless steel slicer. Ideal for vegetables and salads.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 
 

50250
Universal Grater and Slicer DAS ORIGINAL

One piece stainless steel grater. Ideal for fruit, vegetables and spices.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
 
 

50350
Raw Vegetable Grater DAS ORIGINAL

One piece stainless steel grater. Ideal for preparing carrots.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 
 

19000
Herb Mill

Hand held herb mill to grind fresh herbs. The handle and blades are
removable, revolvable and are suitable for both left and right handed  
users. Plastic, dishwasher-safe.

19100
Universal Mill Grater, plastic

With four different stainless steel drums for fine grating, coarse grating, 
slicing and chipping. With suction cups and screw clamps for safety.  
Plastic, dishwasher-safe.
 

19050
Parmesan Mill

With 3 different stainless steel cutting drums for hard and soft cheese,
chocolate, potatoes and vegetables. Plastic, dishwasher-safe.

19150
Almond Mill

Almond and parmesan mill with suction cup and screw-clamp. For finely  
grinding almonds, nuts, chocolate, hard cheese, etc. Cutting drum made 
of rust-free stainless steel. Plastic, dishwasher-safe.
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24200
Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE, 2 exch. discs,

Indispensable for all kinds of preparation. With 2  
interchangeable discs (2.0 and 3.0 mm) and a scraper.
The 2 mm-disc allows the preparation of even fibrous‚ 
items like leek.

• 2l volume
• Stainless stee 
• Dishwasher-safe

 

24210
Strainer Disc for Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE 

Strainer disc 1.0 mm. For jellies, sauces, fruit and vegetable puree as  
well as baby food.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 

24215
Strainer Disc for Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE ( 24200 )

Strainer disc 8.0 mm. For short spaetzle and other coarsely strained food.
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe. 
 

2 mm-grating disc
3 mm-grating disc

Just sieving or  
  the art of straining?

The art of  
sieving and  

straining

Steam InsertSieve Ladle
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24000
Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE, plastic handle

The powerful mechanics and effective scraper on the outer sides of the   
bottom provide for the preparation of every last bit.  
Practical, fast and versatile. 1.5 l. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

   With effective scraper.

24100
Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE

A robust and indispensable strainer!  
With double blade, scraper and a large and secure holder.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.  
With effective scraper.

 

24500
Strainer Press Original FLEISSIGES LIESCHEN

Dual purpose sieve with a fine mesh. Can also be used for straining fruit  
and vegetables when using the stirring unit.  
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

15450
Draining Sieve RESISTI

Stylish and practical. The innovative design is guaranteed to keep the  
food in the sieve. Can also sit on top of pots or bowls.  
Stainless steel with plastic handles. Dishwasher-safe.
 

28110
Colander, collapsible                      NEW

Lettuce, vegetables, rice or pasta – with the holes at the bottom and sides,  
the colander is perfect to strain any liquid.  This high-quality colander is a true 
space saver: it can be folded to a height of no more than 2.5 cm to store it in  
the cupboard. 24 Ø. Silicon / stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 

10910
Sieve Ladle              NEW

Pasta al dente, crisp vegetables and perfect gnocchi. 
Everything can be easily taken out of cooking pots or  
pans just at the right time because of the great dip  
volume and the flat front section.  

• Plastic
• Dishwasher-safe

15460
Steam Insert  VITALA                                              NEW

For a healthy, vitamin-containing and gentle preparation of your food.
The collapsible steam insert is a must for cooking with fresh vegetables.  
Not only the flavor enhanced, but nutrients are not lost as they would be  
by boiling. Steaming is a method of food preparation where fish, meat  
or vegetables are cooked in a small quantity of liquid, such as wine,  
broth or stock, or just in water. As this is an extremely low-fat mode  
of preparation it is particularly suitable for dietary food.

  • Collapsible steam insert for pots from a diameter  
     of 18 - 26 cm
    • Collapsible feet with silicone coated feet, keep it  
    separated from the bottom of the pan and prevent  
    the surface from getting scratched 
    • Telescopic handle to keep a safe distance from the  
    hot bowl and space-saving storage
  • Stainless steel / plastic
  • Dishwasher-safe
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15545
Sieve plastic / stainless steel, 120 mm

Robust quality in stainless steel / plastic.  
Diameter: 120 mm. Dishwasher-safe.

 

15535
Sieve plastic / stainless steel, 70 mm

Robust quality in stainless steel / plastic.  
Diameter: 70 mm. Dishwasher-safe.

15550
Sieve, 140 mm

With a stainless steel finish and plastic grip. Diameter: 140 mm

 

15580
Sieve, 200 mm

With a stainless steel finish and plastic grip. Diameter: 200 mm

 

15502
Sieve, 160 mm

Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh, diameter: 160 mm
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
 

15503
Sieve, 190 mm

Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh, diameter: 190 mm
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

15504
Sieve, 230 mm

Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh, diameter: 230 mm
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

15575
Sieve plastic / stainless steel, 180 mm

Robust quality in stainless steel / plastic.  
Diameter: 180 mm. Dishwasher-safe.
 

15500
Tea Sieve, 75 mm

Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh, diameter: 75 mm
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 

 
 

15501
Sieve, 120 mm

Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh, diameter: 120 mm
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 

15530
Sieve, 70 mm

With a stainless steel finish and plastic grip. Diameter: 70 mm

13390
Straining Cloth

For pressing berries and other fruits, for preparing cheese and dumplings,
pure cotton, 75 x 62 cm.
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Ravioli- / Pasta-Case Maker Spaetzle Planer

The art of pasta

Just noodles or 
the art of pasta?

28240
Pastamachine BRILLIANTE         NEW

The pasta machine BRILLIANTE is the pasta machine for the perfect  
preparation of original homemade pasta. With only a couple of turns  
three kinds of pasta can be made: tagliolini, tagliatelle and lasagna.  

  • Pasta machine with crank drive
    • Width of dough: 145 mm  /  thickness: 0,2 – 3,0 mm
    • Anti-slip base
    • Extra high table clamp (for worktops up to 60 mm)    
  • Material: stainless steel, black high-gloss surface /  
    roller: refined light metal
    • Thanks to the refined light metal roller with a  
    high-quality surface finishing the dough sheets are   
    healthier and tastier

28230
Pastamachine  
PASTA PERFETTA NERO   

The pasta machine PASTA PERFETTA NERO is the  
pasta machine for the perfect preparation of original  
homemade pasta. With only a couple of turns  
three kinds of pasta can be made: tagliolini,  
tagliatelle and lasagna. 

• Pasta machine with crank drive 
• Width of dough: 145 mm  /  thickness: 0,2 – 3,0 mm 
• Anti-slip base 
• Extra high table clamp (for worktops up to 60 mm) 
• Material: stainless steel, black high-gloss surface /  
 roller: refined light metal
  Thanks to the refined light metal roller with a  
 high-quality surface finishing the dough sheets  
 are healthier and tastier
• including pasta-bike and cleaning brush
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28400
Pastamachine PASTA PERFETTA

First class quality in a retro design – ideal for making three  
types of pasta; lasagna, tagliatelle and taglionlini. So easy to  
use, simply turn the handle! With a slip resistant base and  
screw clamp for stability.

28410
Component for Pastamachine 28400

For two different types of pasta; lasagne rice and spaghetti,  
with a dough width of 145 mm. 
 

28420
Component for Pastamachine 28400

For ravioli. So simple to use, simply turn the handle!  
For a dough with of 110 mm. 
Comes with a dough edge cutter.
 

28220
Motor Pastamachine

All GEFU pasta machines can be equipped easily with the pasta motor  
thanks to its simple mounting facility. The motor can be used both for  
the smooth-, thick roller (for making flat dough layers) and also for the  
attachments.
 

28360
Pasta Dryer           NEW
Six drying arms. Arms are detachable for direct removal of the pasta  
from the pasta  machine. Can be taken apart for space-saving  
storage. ABS plastic. Dishwasher-proof.

28450
Ravioli / Pasta-Case maker, 3-piece set, round
 

To prepare larger quantities of Ravioli or pasta-case simply place a sheet  
of dough onto the flour-sprinkled ravioli maker and press down  
using the plastic mould. Put any filling you want into the cups, brush 
the edges with egg yolk and cover with another sheet of dough. Run 
the rolling pin across the dough with light pressure, then overturn the  
maker and the six dough pockets will come off easily.
 

• For preparing semicircular pasta-cases (6 pieces)
• 3-piece set
   - Ravioli / pasta-case board
   - plastic insert for shaping hollows
   - wooden rolling pin
• Aluminium / plastic / wood, can only be cleaned by hand.

28300
Pastamachine 
PASTA PERFETTA DE LUxE

First class quality in a retro design – ideal for making  
six types of pasta; lasagna, tagliatelle, taglionlini, lasagne  
rice, spaghetti and ravioli. So easy to use, simply turn 
the handle! With a slip resistant base and screw clamp  
for stability.

28440
Ravioli / Pasta-Case maker
3-piece set - square

To prepare larger quantities of Ravioli or pasta-case  
simply place a sheet of dough onto the flour-sprinkled  
ravioli maker and press down using the plastic mould.  
Put any filling you want into the cups, brush the edges  
with egg yolk and cover with another sheet of dough.  
Run the rolling pin across the dough with light  
pressure, then overturn the maker and the  
twelve dough pockets will come off easily. 

• For preparing square pasta-cases (12 pieces)
• 3-piece set
   - Ravioli / pasta-case board
   - plastic insert for shaping hollows
   - wooden rolling pin
• Aluminium / plastic / wood, can only be  
  cleaned by hand.
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10915
Spaetzle Spoon and Scraper         NEW

Make spaetzle right over the pot, just like grandma used to do - just easier, 
using the spaetzle spoon and scraper made of hygienic Nylon material.  

• Perfect spaetzle made easily over the pot
• Secure positioning on various pot sizes Ø 18 to 24 cm
• Ergonomic handle with finger guard and soft-grip insert
• Large flexible batter spatula for pushing entire batter through the 
  straining spoon; can be fixed in the spoon for storage
• Heat-resistant nylon-plastic up to 210 °C 
• Plastic / Nylon
• Dishwasher-safe

28430
Ravioli / Pasta-Case Mould, 3-piece Set

Practical set for making fresh ravioli or pasta cases in three different sizes,  
D: 12,5 / 9,5 / 6 cm. Use the bottom of the mould to cut the pastry, place  
the cut pastry into the inside of the mould and then fill it. Brush the edges  
with egg yolk, fold together, done! High-quality plastic, dishwasher-safe. 

28490
Ravioli / Pasta-case Mould, foldable - round

Practical mould for making fresh ravioli or pasta cases. It’s simple. Use the 
bottom of the mould to cut the pastry, place the cut pastry into the inside of  
the mould and then fill it. Brush the edges with egg yellow, fold together and  
you’re done.  Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe.

28480
Ravioli / Pasta-case Mould, foldable - square

Practical mould for making fresh ravioli or pasta cases. It’s simple.  
Use the bottom of the mould to cut the pastry, place the cut pastry  
into the inside of the mould and then fill it. Brush the edges with egg  
yolk, fold together and you’re done. Then take it out and cook as usual.

• For preparing fresh ravioli or pasta-cases
• 8 x 8 cm
• Bottom of the mould serves for cutting the dough
• Ergonomic handles
• Stainless steel / plastic 
• Dishwasher-safe

28460
Ravioli Cutter, round

Handy cutter for home-made round ravioli. The cutter’s serrated surface  
releases the pasta easily. The ergonomic grip lies comfortably in your hand.  
High-quality combination of die-cast zinc and plastic. Dishwasher-proof.

28470
Ravioli Cutter, square

Handy cutter for home-made square ravioli. The cutter’s serrated surface  
releases the pasta easily. The ergonomic grip lies comfortably in your hand.  
High-quality combination of die-cast zinc and plastic. Dishwasher-proof.

10800
Spaetzle-Mix               NEW

The Spaetzle-Mix starts a new era of absolutely easy 
spaetzle making. Making dough for spaetzle, pasta,  
or batter for pancakes is easier than ever thanks to  
the recipes given on the shaker and to the scaling 
for the layers of ingredients in the transparent plastic 
container. The unique “Twister” insert mixes the  
ingredients perfectly, while a parallel 5-nozzle tank 
stops them from sticking together and the non-slip 
Santoprene™ inlays guarantee safe operation.  

   • Making batter is child’s play
    • Recipe for spaetzle (egg noodles)  
    and pancakes on the shaker
    • Innovative mixing insert “Twister”  
    for highly efficient batter mixing 
      • Parallel 5-jet system to prevent  
     sticking 

    • Residue-free batter processing 
    • Ergonomic design and Santopren  
    grip inlays for safe handling 
      during mixing
    • Secure closing lid
    • Flexible PE container for easy work  
    with very little pressure 
    • Transparent PE container allows  
    continual monitoring of contents
    • PP plastic / ABS / Stainless steel 
    • Dishwasher-safe
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10980
Spaetzle Planer for long spaetzle 

For making original spaetzle effortlessly and quickly.  
With dough slider made from polished stainless steel. 
The top plating stops the spaetzle planer from slipping 
and ensures a firm hold on the top edge.
The new, ergonomic stainless steel handle rests firmly  
in your hand. For cleaning the plastic insert can be  
removed from the handle.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

10960
Spaetzle Maker for long noodles

Spaetzle maker for quick and easy production of long spaetzle.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 

10950
Spaetzle Maker for short noodles

Spaetzle maker for quick and easy production of original spaetzle.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

10920
Spaetzle Maker ERGO

Stylish design and easy to use. Will not obstruct the view of the spaetzle. 
Suitable for pots of 24-28cm. Hands are protected by insulated grips.
Made from stainless steel. Comes with a plastic scraper.
 

  

10990
Spaetzle Board

Practical wooden board from solid beech for preparing spaetzle.

 

10995
Spaetzle Scraper

Stainless steel scraper for making hand made spaetzle.  
Complements the 10990 Spaetzle Board.

 

10930
Blanching Spoon with wire handle

The spiral-form spoon is ideal for skimming, straining and removing  
spaetzle and potato dumplings, gnocchi and filled pasta. Light and  
very stable. Stainless steel

10940
Blanching Spoon, stainless

The spiral-form spoon is ideal for skimming, straining and removing  
spaetzle and potato dumplings, gnocchi and filled pasta.
Professional quality. Stainless steel.

10970
Spaetzle Planer for short spaetzle 

For making original spaetzle effortlessly and quickly. With dough slider made  
from polished stainless steel. The top plating stops the spaetzle planer from 
slipping and ensures a firm hold on the top edge. The new, ergonomic  
stainless steel handle rests firmly in your hand. For cleaning the plastic  
insert can be removed from the handle. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 
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Garlic PressPotato and Spaetzle Press 

The art  
of puréeing  

potatoes

13100
Potato and Spaetzle Press TRI STAR

   A trio for the versatile kitchen: 3 interchangeable   
discs for mashing potatoes, vegetables and fruit,  
for spaghetti ice cream and for long,  
„hand-formed“ spaetzle. Professional quality.  
With 3.0 mm perforation for long spaetzle and  
spaghetti ice cream. With 2.5 mm perforation  
for mashing potatoes, vegetables and fruit. With  
   various perforations for “hand-made” spaetzle. 
        Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 

   

13000
Potato Press

Robust design. With side performations for faster and easier pressing.  
Simply remove the secure joiner pin to clean. Zinc coated.

13300
Potato Press – DAS ORIGINAL

Robust and high quality. Simple to use and easy to clean;  
just remove the pin.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

Just mashing or  
the art of puréeing potatoes?

13200
Potato Press and Fruit Juicer

Shapely stainless steel potato and juice press of high quality  
workmanship with robust mechanics. Ideal for potatoes, vegetables  
and fruit. Dishwasher-safe.
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Spice Colander
GUSTO  

Spice Mill
AROMATICO

The art of  
roasting and 

seasoning

13400
Garlic Press

Professional quality, with pivoted sieve element.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 

 
 

13160
Potato / Spaetzle Press SPAETZLEBOUB

Ergonomic form for optimal handling. Can handle large volumes, can be  
taken apart for easy cleaning. Also ideal for pressing fruit juice, mashed  
potatoes, spaghetti ice cream, etc. Aluminum press is coated. 

13170
Potato / Spaetzle Press SPAETZLEBOUB

With a special sieve pattern for ‚homemade‘ spaetzle. Can also be used to  
press fruits, mashed potatoes, ice cream etc. Can hold large volumes and  
is easily taken apart for easy cleaning. Aluminum coated.
 

13150
Potato and Spaetzle Press

Robust design with three different stainless steel discs for versatility.

 

Just meat or  
the art of roasting?

13380
Potato Press Bags

For making dumplings, pure cotton, 37 x 30 cm

13390
Straining Cloth

For pressing berries and other fruits, for preparing cheese and dumplings,
pure cotton, 75 x 62 cm.
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21710
Baster for roasting          NEW

Gravy or marinades ensure an incomparable tender spicy meat. Whether  
leg of lamb, knuckle of pork, braised meat or roast beef – with the baster  
for roasting, delicious meat dishes can be brilliantly be refined. It comes  
with its own cleaning brush. PP-Plastic / Silicone, dishwasher-safe.

21800
Roast and Oven Thermometer 3 in 1         NEW

This roast and oven thermometer is an indispensable help for all, who love delicious 
roasts. Sticked into the roast, the thermometer measures the temperature inside  
the roast as well as outside in the oven during the roasting process. Even  
low temperatures from 70 to 80 ° C for low-temperature cooking are shown. 

21880
Roast Thermometer                        NEW

What meat do I roast at what temperature? This is a question that no  
longer needs to be asked thanks to the practical scale on the roast  
thermometer. Poultry, pork, lamb, beef or wild game – just push the  
thermometer into the meat and read the optimal temperature.

21870
Oven Thermometer               NEW

The oven thermometer puts you on the safe side when preparing food.  
It does not only check the temperature inside the oven but also uses a  
color scale to indicate the ideal temperature for low-temperature cooking,  
baking and roasting. For placing or hanging

21820
Digital-Thermometer SCALA 

Functional digital timer with an extra fast temperature display (4-10 sec) and  
an easy to read LCD display. Temp ranges -45 c to +200 c. (- 49f to +392f).  
Simple to change the display from c to f. Suitable for all types of food and  
wine. 21825 – sales enforcing display. Contains 18 pieces

21890
Freezer- /Refrigerator Thermometer          NEW 
 
Being gentle on food and saving energy at the same time is simple with this  
freezer and fridge thermometer. Just hang or place it in the refrigerator or  
the freezer compartment and read the respective ideal temperature range  
in °C from the scale areas marked blue. For placing or hanging

21850
Digital radio Roast thermometer 
with Timer HÄNDI

Cook and roast with precision!
Enjoy the ease and independence that cooking or roasting 
with the digital radio roast thermometer brings. You will  
constantly receive updates on the temperature which will 
be displayed on the mobile device and received by radio. 
As soon as the meat is cooked as well as you want it, a 
signal will sound. Using the roast thermometer you can 
access pre-programmed cooking times for different meats. 
The integrated timer serves as a tool for the precise  
preparation of other dishes. 
 

 • Measures temperature during food preparation

 • Timer: up to 99 min. 59 sec.

 • Alarm when a certain temperature is reached  
   (temperature can be set)

 • Stainless steel probe (180 mm) with 1 m heat  
   resistant cable

 • 2- part sender and receiver

 • Radio range between sender and receiver:  
   20 m (range depends on the space and  
   surroundings)

 • Temperature display can be set to °C and °F 

•   • Can be used with different kinds of meat (beef,  
   pork, lamb, chicken...)

 • Choose how well the meat should be cooked  
   (bloody, medium, well done...)

 • Battery included

21840
Digital Meat Thermometer TEMPERE 

The digital meat thermometer is essential for temperature measurement during  
cooking. The measuring range is 0 to +250°C. An alarm set to the required  
 temperature helps to prevent overcooking. Adjustable timer up to  
 99 min. Stainless steel probe (160 mm) with 1 m heat-resistant cable.  
 Fastening magnet. Stand-up display.

12330
Digital Timer  

With this practical digital timer every dish is bound to be a success. Adjustable  
to the minute and to the second (up to 99 min. and 59 sec.). Can be attached  
to any metal surface thanks to a magnet on the back, or supported on the yoke.  
Stainless steel / plastic.
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11400
Silicone Cord for meat and vegetables  

Shape whatever you want to cook or fry, be it meat or  vegetables, with  
the help of this re-usable and  flavourless silicone cord. Heat-resistant up  
to 250°C. Adjustable: 25 mm to 110 mm.  
Length: 37 cm. Silicon, dishwasher-safe. 

34660
Spice Mill AROMATICO 

This cleverly designed GEFU spice mill is not only elegant but, more  
importantly, has a great range of functions. Filling is as simple as can be:  
turn the handle upright, remove the rubber lid and fit the bag of spices onto it.  
It’s easy to fill or refill with the spices you want. The window gives you a good  
view of your spices, but the mill also comes with five spice labels (chilli, salt, 
pepper, caraway, fennel) and a blank one to label yourself. Adjust the  
fineness of your spices using the adjustable ceramic grinding device.  
The supplied cap stops the spices trickling out onto your table or worktop.

• Practical flip-up handle makes it easy to fill
• Window shows if it needs refilling
• Screw-on cap for a clean table
• Adjustable ceramic grinding device
•  Includes 6 labels (chilli, salt, pepper, caraway, fennel, blank) 

34670
Nutmeg Mill MOSCATA LASER CUT

Equipped with a Laser Cut grater mechanism, the mill grinds nutmegs and  
hazelnuts completely. 

• Integrated storage compartment for up to 4 nutmegs
• Comes with flavor-lock cap
• Lock-in function (marked Open - Close) for safe filling with up to 1 nutmeg.
• Flavor-lock lid prevents mess at the table
• Handle folded out for easy operation
• Handle can be folded back for space-saving storage
• Stainless steel / plastic

12910
Spice Colander GUSTO             NEW 
 
The filled colander is perfectly suited for refining  
soups, stews or hot spiced wine. The volume can be  
easily adapted to different pot sizes. Thanks to the silicone  
cord, the spice colander is always ready to reach and  
can be easily affixed to the pot rim. The stainless steel  
bowls are interconnected by the silicone cord. So  
nothing gets lost in the kitchen. For laurel leafs, herbs  
and spices.

• Four stages for easily changing the volume
• Easy cleaning - divisible
• Stainless steel / Silicone
• Dishwasher-safe

12890
Cord Dispenser CORDELLO                                        NEW 

Cord dispenser with container for the hygienic storing of food-safe cord. Pull out  
the required length and make a clean cut at the sharpened blade. The clamp  
at the lid opening holds the cord end ready for the next use and ensures  
a perfect cut. Stainless steel/plastic. Spare cord: No. 12895

13450
Garlic Cutter GARLICO

For fresher and better garlic aroma! According to the motto, don’t crush it –  
cut it, the clove of garlic is not crushed. Instead it is cut into rods or cubes. 
Tastes better, spreads easier and doesn’t leave fibres. It’s extremely stable  
and has a great surface feel, suitable even for large cloves. Easy  
mechanism and an ergonomic handle. The removable cutting tool and  
grill guarantee easy cleaning. The mix of stainless steel and high-quality  
plastic is dishwasher-safe. 

 
 13455 – sales enforcing display. 
 Contains 12 units.
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12590
Spice Scoop                         NEW

The spice scoop serves to measure-out spices easily and, above all, precisely.  
The scoop is also suitable for tea. Long handle for removal from jars / bags.  
Filling quantity: 25 g (14 drams). Stainless steel - brushed outside, polished 
inside, dishwasher-safe.

35330
Mortar CARA

Scandinavian design, mortar made of high quality porcelain. Pestle made  
of a porcelain-stainless steel combination to grind spices and herbs, i.e.  
for preparing pesto. Ø 10.5 cm, dishwasher-safe.

10400
Lemon and Spice Grater DAS ORIGINAL

For lemon and orange peels, stainless steel. 

10450
Nutmeg Grater

With a removable nutmeg storage compartment. Made from  
stainless steel with plastic holder.
 

35370
Ginger Grater

Japanese ceramic grater, with very hard and sharp  
teeth for an ideal grating result. Herbs and vegetables 
like ginger, nutmeg, garlic, apples, carrots or radish  
turn into a paste-like mush. Does not slip because  
of silicone edges. Dishwasher safe. 

11800
Grill Tongs

Professional quality, 34 cm, stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

11910
Fish bone Tweezers

The fish bone tweezers function as a kitchen tool that removes fish bones pre- 
cisely, reliably and, above all, easily, so that nothing keeps you from enjoying  
your fish. For example, the tweezers are also ideal for removing chicken fea- 
thers. Their ergonomic shape makes them pleasant to hold.

21540
Barbecue Tongs
 
With their well-balanced spring force and exact force transmission to their  
ends, the tongs guarantee convenient handling at the barbecue and at the  
table. The wavy ends of the tongs hold the foodstuff safely.  
Length: 35 cm,  stainless steel, dishwasher safe.

11920
Kitchen Tweezers PINO          NEW               

Tweezers offering a wide range of uses for cooking, roasting, removing  
and serving. Hygienic: the raised form prevents the tips coming into  
contact with the work surface. Suspension eyelet.  
Length 30cm. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 

11750
Meat Fork                NEW

This is the perfect aid for any form of frying, carving and  
serving.  Made of stainless steel, it is indispensable not  
only for turning various sized pieces in the pan or roasting  
dish, but also for carving and serving at the table. After 
use just clean it in the dish-washer.

• Perfect for turning and carving  
• Length: 35 cm
• With hanging loop
• Stainless steel
• Dishwasher-safe
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12600
Poultry Shears            

Ideal for all types of poultry – with latch.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.  

 
 

12610
Spring-loaded poultry Shears 

Professional quality. The poultry shears effortlessly and cleanly cut the  
meat. With a stylish design and sharp cutting teeth, the shears are also  
easy to clean. Can also be locked together for safe storage.
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

14700
Meat Mincer Size 5

Robust design from fine cast steel with stainless steel blade and 4.5 mm  
cutting discs. Easy to use, strong and can be clamped to the table or 
worktop.

14710
Meat Mincer Size 7 / 8 
 
Robust design from fine cast steel with stainless steel blade and 4.5 mm  
cutting discs. Easy to use, strong and can be clamped to the table or 
worktop.

19110
Meat Mincer

Plastic meat grinder. Easy to use – simply turn the handle!  
Stainless steel discs and blade. Dishwasher-safe.

14780 »La Linea«

Meat Mallet CARPO       

Elegant meat mallet from the La Linea series. Double ended; with a flat  
surface or dimples. For optimum meat preparation. Equally balanced with a  
secure, comfortable grip lies securely and comfortably in the hand. Stainless 
steel, hygienic, durable and odourless. With hanging fixture – always handy  
on the GEFU kitchen strip.

14690 »La Linea«

Tenderizer / Dough Aerator REBBIO

Those who appreciate good taste tenderize the meat before cooking.  
You can do this in style with the tenderizer „Rebbio“. It’s also ideal to aerate 
yeast, pastry and pizza dough. The dough becomes looser and rises better 
when baking. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

14680 »La Linea«

Universal Cutter RAFFINATO

What can you use to quickly cut fresh herbs, ham, lunch meats, cheese etc.  
into strips? Use our Universal cutter! Stylish, efficient and easy to clean.  
Simply rinse under running water. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 

21450 »La Linea«

Spoon Tongs GANCIO

Versatile: for gripping and turning vegetables and roasts, or as a salad tool. 
Can even be used in coated pots and pans. With a comfortable handle and 
practical latch. Dishwasher-safe.
Length: 36 cm

21400 »La Linea«

Spoon Tongs GANCIETTO

Versatile: for gripping and turning vegetables and roasts, or as a salad tool. 
Can even be used in coated pots and pans. With a comfortable handle and 
practical latch. Dishwasher-safe. Length: 22.5 cm 
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11100
Meat roll Skewers

Top for gently handling meat, for securing roulades, 10 pieces,  
stainless steel.  

11200
Meat roll Rings

Adjustable for different roulade sizes, 6 pieces, stainless steel.

11250
Shish kebab Skewers

Flat, indispensable during the grilling season, for meat or fish skewers,  
4 pieces, stainless steel. Length 22 cm

11500
Larding Needle

Indispensable for inserting bacon strips and herbs, for example into wild
game and lamb, stainless steel. Length 19.5 cm

11550
Spear Skewers

Decorative and functional for elegant serving on the table, 3 pieces,  
stainless steel. Length 27 cm

11300
Beef olive Cramp

Comfortable handling. Also suitable for pinning cabbage roulades  
and asparagus. 6 pieces, stainless steel.

Coffee-Filter ANGELO

The art of  
beverages

Tea-Filter ARMONIA

Just pouring or  
the art of beverages?
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THE ART OF TEA
Tea is more than just a hot beverage. Tea  
is time for rest, contemplation and leisure. 
Whether black tea, soothing herbal tea or 
aromatic fruit tea - all teas have one thing 
in common: preparation is the key!  
Water is poured over the tea leaves to 
release the flavor. This is best done by 
preparing the tea directly in the cup or  
in the teapot. In order to prevent tea leaves 
from floating in the cup, tea infusers such 
as tea strainers, tea balls or tea-filters are 
used to make the tea. The perfectly pre-
pared tea becomes something truly very 
special making the moment a memorable 
Art of Tea experience. 

12900
Tea Filter ARMONIA                                                     NEW

Using the ARMONIA Tea-Filter, everybody can perform their own little  
tea ceremony. ARMONIA is suitable for cups and pots. Even with large  
volumes, ARMONIA provides full aroma and perfect taste thanks to its  
micro-filter structure. Lovers of tea will especially appreciate the stainless 
steel lid that protects the aroma and also works as a coaster when the  
tea has brewed. 

• Suited for cups and pots - Ø 50 mm
• Ultra-fine perforated stainless-steel filter material 
• Large capacity for full aroma
• With a lid to cover the tea while it brews
• Also serves as a coaster to collect drips
• Odorless and tasteless
• Stainless steel / Plastic

12910
Spice Colander GUSTO                                               NEW

The filled colander is perfectly suited for improving soups, stews or hot  
spiced wine. The volume can be easily adapted to different pot sizes.  
Thanks to the silicone cord, the spice colander is always ready to reach  
and can be easily affixed to the pot rim. The stainless steel bowls are 
interconnected by the silicone cord. So nothing gets lost in the kitchen. 
For laurel leafs, herbs and spices.  

  • Four stages for easily changing the volume  

    • Easy cleaning - divisible
    • Stainless steel/Silicone
    • Dishwasher-safe

12840
Tea Stick SQUARE

The tea stick makes for the pleasure of aromatic tea. Just fill with loose 
tea directly from the container, put it in a glass and let it steep.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-proof.

12850
Tea Infuser

Delicious tea because of the right measure. Tea infuser with practical,  
smooth touch handle. Easy to open to fill in tea.  
Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher safe.  

15590
Tea / Spice Infuser Ball, ø 62,5 mm

Ideal for brewing tea or enriching soup, stews or mulled wine!  
Tea / Spice infuser ball with suspension chain. For loose tea leaves, 
bay leaves or spices. The suspension chain prevents the infuser sinking. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher safe. 

12870
Tea Stick TEALEAF 

Enjoying tea - easier than ever before!
Get the perfect tea every time with the practical tea stick. Thanks to  
the spoon function in the funnel, you can measure out exact amounts  
of different varieties of tea. Spoon in the tea straight from the bag or 
container. The cone-shaped form of the tea stick allows better flavor  
dispersal. After the tea flavor has fully emerged, put the tea stick back  
in the supplied holder. For cleaning the stick, you can simply remove  
the cap at the bottom of the stick. Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-
proof.
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15500
Tea Sieve, 75 mm

Professional quality, specially strengthened mesh, diameter: 75 mm
Stainless steel, dishwasher safe. 
 
 

12485
Lemon Juicer PRESCO  

The pourer allows lemon juice to be perfectly portioned.  
Just screw the juicer into the lemon, squeeze the lemon  
and pour as required without any mess.  
Also suited for limes and oranges. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

12740
Lemon Slice Squeezer, stainless steel
Ideal for squeezing a lemon / lime slice. The practical pouring lip  
serves to drip juice onto fish, meat or salad precisely. No squirting!  
The squeezer is equally helpful at tea time.  
Stainless steel - brushed outside, polished inside, dishwasher-safe.

THE ART OF COFFEE
A delicious cup of coffee with its full bodied 
flavor is a wonderful thing to enjoy whether  
it be the first cup in the morning, that strong 
pick-me-up after lunch or to drink with a 
piece of cake. For many people coffee is  
the elixir of life, a godly and indispensable 
beverage. No wonder, that  so many strive 
for obtaining that perfect cup. More and 
more coffee lovers now swear by the pour-
over method – where the flavour of the finely 
roasted beans can best be appreciated.  
GEFU offers within its product range a  
new series of noble accessories for perfect 
coffee-making, from a coffee scoop through 
filters to filter inserts. 

. 

16000
 Coffee Filter ANGELO                         NEW 

Pure aroma. Freshly brewed aromatic coffee.
Coffee drinkers know there is nothing to surpass a cup of freshly  
brewed coffee. The ANGELO coffee filter gives coffee its perfect taste.  
The practical, sophisticated stainless steel filter with a plastic insert to  
retain the water temperature rounds off the preparation of the ground  
brown beans, using paper filters in size 4 and smaller.

 • Perfect tasting coffee 
 • For paper coffee filters in size 4 and smaller
  • High-grade stainless steel with adapter for various  
   types of coffee pots
 • PP plastic insert to retain water temperature
 • Stainless steel / plastic
 • Dishwasher-safe
 

16010
 Permanent Coffee Filter Insert ARABICA       NEW

Brewing delicious coffee in a sustainable manner is no problem with the 
permanent coffee filter insert made of stainless steel and plastic. Suited  
for coffee machines and hand filters, it ensures delightful freshly brewed 
coffee with the perfect aroma day by day thanks to its micro-filter structure.  
Multiple use is easy: just pull the filter out with the integrated strap, rinse 
quickly by hand or in the dishwasher, and continue with the next cup…

 • Perfect coffee taste 
 • Suitable for coffee makers or hand filters  
 • Microfilter structure
 • Permanent coffee-filter size 4
 • Handle for removing the filter hygienically
 • Dishwasher-safe  
 • Tasteless and non-absorbing material
  • Stainless steel / plastic

15595
Tea / Spice Tongs, ø 50 mm

Ideal for brewing tea or enriching soup, stews or mulled wine!  
Handy tea / spice tongs – For loose tea leaves, bay leaves or spices.  
The hinged mechanism allows easy opening for filling and cleaning. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
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12760
Coffee Measure    NEW 
 
Coffee measure – the perfect dosage for each taste!

• Contents: 7g
• Ergonomic grip 
• Dishwasher-safe
• Stainless steel / plastic

12720
Milk Frother FINO

Creamy milk froth at the push of a button!
Working at a maximum speed of 12,000 rpm, the battery-powered  
appliance makes milk froth to perfection. Comfortable handling thanks  
to soft-touch surface.
 

 • Battery-powered
 • Maximum speed of 12,000 rpm
 • Comfortable handling thanks to soft-touch surface
 • Stainless steel frother whisk
 • ABS casing
 • 2 x AA battery included

    

12860
Corkscrew MOLTOVINO 

The SantopreneTM-coated corkscrew makes cork-pulling really easy.  The 
coated screw moves into the cork softly and smoothly. Self-pulling effect 
through double-wing design. Plastic / SantopreneTM.  

12430
Levered Corkscrew

Invaluable for removing corks from wine bottles. Chrome plated.

12435
Waiter‘s knife 

Shapely corkscrew with bottle cap opener and cutting blade.
Stainless steel with a plastic grip.
 
 
 

12498
Bottle Stopper 

Easy closing of glass bottles (Ø 16,5 – 18,5 mm). Juice and wine remain  
fresh and can be stored in the fridge. Stainless steel / plastic.

12440
Coffee Measure

Provides the perfect amount of coffee in one easy scoop!
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

12405
Screw-top and Crown-cap Opener BOTTARE 

Two in one. From now on you will need only one opener for screw-tops  
and crown caps. Easy opening with the help of this ergonomic opener. 
Stainless steel / plastic. Recommended by sommelier Martin Kupfer  
and wine maker Jean Buscher.

13480
Prosecco and Wine Opener VINOSO 

With an integrated dual-blade foil cutter, you are able to effortlessly  
remove the foil from the bottle. After you have removed the foil, simply 
reattach the corkscrew and screw into the cork until the cork has been 
completely removed from the neck of the bottle. Opens prosecco and  
wine bottles. 

Designed for all types of cork.

• Teflon-coated, extra long screw „with soul“
• Also removes dried or particularly long corks
• Self-removal effect
• Possesses integrated dual-blade foil cutter
• Stainless steel / plastic

Recommended by:

Sommelier
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12700
Bottle Stopper, 2 pieces

Practical bottle stopper for all kinds of bottles. Seals reliably  
and securely to prevent contents leaking. With integrated  
bottle opener in the lever.   

• 2-piece set 
• Practical bottle stopper for all kinds of bottles  
  (for inside diameters of 16.5 - 19.5 mm) 
• Incl. bottle opener 
• Stainless steel / plastic, dishwasher-safe
 

12730
Sparkling Wine Stopper

Some sparkling wine left in the bottle? Use our stopper for quick and airtight  
sealing to keep the wine sparkling. Just place the open stopper onto the  
bottle - press it shut – and done! And certainly the stopper works equally  
well on Champagne and Prosecco bottles. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

12480
Pourer Spout, 2 pieces in the set 

2 pouring nozzles suitable for vinegar and oil bottles.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 
 

12410
Jar / Bottle Opener 4 in 1

With bottle opener and can opener for condensed milk, guaranteed to easily 
open glass or bottle seals. Suitable for screw-off jar lids up to Ø 63 mm.  
Robust quality in stainless steel. 

12830
Five-in-one Opener APERTO 

This opener is a real multi-talent, opening screw caps (Ø 27 mm - 31 mm), 
crown caps, glass lids, beverage cans and pull-ring cans. Plastic.
 

Pastry Press

The art of baking

Measuring and Mixing Cup

Just cookies or 
 the art of baking?
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 14304
Cake Ring xxL with adjustable grips

Practical and adjustable from 16.5 to 32 cm. For tortes or salads.   
Can be completely opened for cleaning. Height 10 cm.
 Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.
 

 
             
    

14306
Cake Ring

Cake ring with grips for easy adjustment from 16.5 to 32 cm.  
Easy to clean. Height 6 cm.  
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

14308
Cake Ring

Cake ring with grips for easy adjustment from 16.5 to 32 cm.  
Easy to clean. Height 8.5 cm.  
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe.

14315
Baking Frame UNO

Particularly suitable for cakes and pizzas with deep, generous toppings!  
Frame height 8.5 cm. Adjustable from 20 x 24cm to 38 x 46 cm.   
Simply place on a baking sheet.  
Stainless steel. Dishwasher-safe. 

 

14460                     
Measuring and Mixing Cup, 1000 ml  NEW   

This one does it all. Measuring, mixing, storing – the  
graduated mixer is a true all-rounder in the modern  
kitchen. It is made of high-grade plastic and scaled  
in ml / l / ccm / fl. oz. with an additional liter indication  
inside. The stainless steel base provides high stability  
while the splash-guard lid facilitates the use of an  
immersion blender. 

  • Stainless steel base for stability
  • Splash-guard lid for use with  
     immersion blender
  • Sealing lid for storage
  • Measures given in  
     ml / l / ccm / fl. oz.
  • Liter marks on the inside
  • SAN / stainless steel / plastic
  • Dishwasher-safe 

14450 
Measuring Cup, 500 ml         

The outside graduation of this useful measuring cup makes it possible  
to read even tiny quantities. In addition, it allows the weighing of butter 
through displacement of water.

For measuring:
• Flour    • Sugar 
• Rice / pot barley   • Salt 
• Weighing butter 

more Parameters:
• Liters    • ccm / ml 
• Fl. oz.    • Cups

• Stainless steel / SAN 
• Dishwasher-safe
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14710
Meat Mincer Size 7 / 8

Robust design from fine cast steel with stainless steel blade and 4.5 mm  
cutting discs. Easy to use, strong and can be clamped to the table or 
worktop.

14200
Baking Nozzle, Size 5, stainless steel 

For meat grinders and food processors. 4 great designs.  
Stainless steel.

14210
Baking Nozzle, Size 7 / 8, stainless steel

For meat grinders and food processors. 4 great designs.  
Stainless steel.

14660 »La Linea«

Pizza / Cake cutting Wheel PEZETTO

With a very sharp nylon wheel that won‘t scratch coated pans or dishes.  
Can also be used for cutting through dough, cakes, hash browns and  
pancakes. Suitable for left and right handed users.

14560 »La Linea«

Kitchen and Baking Brush ANGELINO

The perfect brush: noble design, ergonomic. Ideal for baking and all  
tasks where precision is a must. Doesn’t leave bristles, won’t stick, and  
is hygienic and easy to clean. Dishwasher-safe. 

14810 »La Linea«

Dough Spatula DOLCE

Practical -scraping tool: adjusts to the shape of the bowl,  
does not scratch the pan, can be used for spreading icing, for example.  
With its long handle, it is perfectly suited for deep pots.
Dishwasher-safe.
.

14690 »La Linea«

Tenderizer / Dough Aerator REBBIO

Those who appreciate good taste tenderize the meat before cooking. You  
can do this in style with the tenderizer „Rebbio“. It’s also ideal to aerate  
yeast, pastry and pizza dough. The dough becomes looser and rises better 
when baking. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

14650 »La Linea«

Pastry Roller PIATTO

Roll out dough edges in the baking pan without testing your patience:
The roller is easy to clean and therefore very hygienic. Whether pizza,  
strudel or yeast dough – the dough won’t stick on the roller.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

14700
Meat Mincer Size 5

Robust design from fine cast steel with stainless steel  
blade and 4.5 mm cutting discs. Easy to use, strong  
and can be clamped to the table or worktop.
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Teigstärke 6 /8 mm

 

 

14320
Pastry Press COOKIE

For unlimited baking fun! Press directly onto a baking sheet.
Comes with 20 aluminium design templates and 4 plastic nozzles.

14400
Cake and Pizza Saver EASY

Excellent quality, ergonomic form, secure handling; for pies, cakes, pizza. 
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

14600
Pastry Roller, programmable ExACT

For precise rolling from 1 to 8 mm. Easy to use – simply adjust and roll!  
Fast and hygienic. Aluminium tube is coated in white with a non stick  
finish. 

dough thickness  2 mm

dough thickness  4 mm

dough thickness  6 mm

19110
Meat Mincer

Plastic meat grinder. Easy to use – simply turn the handle!  
Stainless steel discs and blade. Dishwasher-safe.

19120
Plum Stoner

Simple to use for de-stoning plums. The stones automatically fall into the  
collecting area. Designed with a splash guard, suction cups and secure
clamps for safety. High quality PP / PC.

19130
Cherry Pitter

Quick and simple to use – for de-stoning cherries. The stones automatically  
fall into the collecting area. Designed with a splash guard, suction cups and 
secure clamps for safety. High quality PP / PC.

 2 mm

 0 - 8 mm
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Kitchen art12170
Professional Dish-Ring Set FORMIDABLE

This 10-piece dessert ring mould set helps to make 
dishes real eye-catchers. Rings of three different sizes 
serve to trim a wide variety of foodstuffs, be it starters, 
main courses or desserts. With a pusher for each ring 
size the food is pressed into, and cleanly removed from, 
the ring. Just screw the handle onto the required disc. 

Two rings of each size:  
 Ø 4 cm x H 3 cm; Ø 6 cm x H 4 cm, Ø 8 cm x H 5 cm. 
(Set: 2 rings and 1 pusher of each size, 1 handle)  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

12160
Rings for starters and desserts - round                    NEW

These rings for starters and desserts make dishes eye-catching and  
appealing. With a diameter of 7,5 cm and a height of 5 cm they mould  
starters, main courses and desserts into attractive presentations. 

Complements the professional dish ring set No. 12170 

 

  

12180
Rings for starters and desserts - square                    NEW

These rings for starters and desserts make dishes eye-catching and  
appealing. With a diameter of 7,5 cm and a height of 5 cm they mould 
starters, main courses and desserts into attractive presentations. 

Complements the professional dish ring set No. 12170
  

Nutcracker
NOCETTOCrème-brûlée Set

Just accessories or  

kitchen art?
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33600 
Bread Bin RONDO 

The “Rondo” bread bin captivates with its elegant 
design. With its safe and convenient folding mechanism 
and the large opening, you can store different types and 
sizes of bread easily. 

The non-slip feet guarantee a solid base and the kidney-
shaped form allows easy transportation. The bread bin 
ensures, through many well thought-out details, that  
the bread remains soft and fresh for longer. 

Stainless steel / safety glass.

15850
Cookbook Holder LIBRO 

With a large safety glass plate (42 x 27 cm) to protect cookbooks, suitable  
for almost every cookbook size, sturdy, easy-care and attractive, stainless  
steel.

33200
Dish Warmer CELEBRATE

Simple design, solid, heat-absorbent aluminium plate. Hand protection  
with integrated heat-insulating handles, incl. 3 tea lights. Stainless steel.  
35 x 24 cm.

15700
Kitchen roll Holder DAS ORIGINAL

A sturdy design ensures this holder won‘t topple or roll onto it‘s side.  
Holds one paper towel roll. Stainless steel.

15710
Paper-roll Holder BUTLER

Practical paper towel holder. Can be used free standing or mounted onto a wall.  
Holds one 26 cm paper towel roll. Stainless steel.

28000
Server CUPOLA

Design Award winner, 3-piece set with lid, colander  
and serving bowl. Fantastic versatility: The unique fine  
perforations keeps noodles and rice in the colander,  
the bowl is ideal for keeping warm and serving.  
Ø 26 cm inside, volume 4.5 l.  
Stainless steel. 

21570
Salad Servers, stainless steel 
 
Catch everybody’s eyes as you prepare and serve all kinds of salads  
using these stainless steel salad servers. With their timeless design and  
the perfect length of just 25 cm, the stylish duo is a great help in the  
kitchen and at the table.

35130
Utensil Holder CARA

Beautiful Scandinavian design. Made from high quality porcelain to  
hold your kitchen gadgets. With a stainless steel ring at the base.  
Height 20 cm. Dishwasher-safe.

Without contents!

35000
Salad Bowl incl. Salad Servers CARA

Scandinavian design. Comes with stainless steel salad servers.  
Bowl made of high quality porcelain. Perfect for preparing and  
serving healthy salads. Extra heavy quality, salad servers made 
    of stainless steel. Height: 19.5 cm, Ø 25 cm, dishwasher-safe.
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35400
Kitchen Torch FUEGO

The professional-quality kitchen torch for carmelising, browning, or cooking „au  
gratin“ and and finishing crusts. With its flame temperature of up to 1,300 °C and  
very easy handling, you can put a crispy caramel layer on cakes and tarts, melt 
cheese, brown roasts or remove skin from vegetables. Incl. steady stand base.  
With child-proof lock.

35360
Crème Brûlée 5 pc. set

For caramelizing and browning, cooking „au gratin“ and finishing crusts.  
Do it like a pro! With an adjustable flame length and firm grip, precision   
is easy. Re-fillable. Comes with 4 oval porcelain bowls. 
Available separately: 4 oval porcelain bowls. Art.-No. 35380

35390
Crème Brûlée Bowl, 2 pc. set

Attractive porcelain bowls to prepare your dishes. The bowls are highly versatile 
whether used to caramelise, brown, gratinate or encrust your desserts or  
even as a dipping-bowl. Ø 11 cm. Suitable for oven usage,
suitable for dishwasher.

35410           
Porcelain Bowl INSPIRIA, 2pc. set                     NEW

Everyone who likes to pamper his loved ones with panna cotta, brownies  
or other sweet delicacies needs the heat-resistant and for microwave  
ovens suitable porcelain bowls INSPIRA. Heat-resistant  
porcelain up to 230 °C, dishwasher-safe. 

12485
Lemon Juicer PRESCO  

The pourer allows lemon juice to be perfectly portioned. Just screw the  
juicer into the lemon, squeeze the lemon and pour as required without any  
mess. Also suited for limes and oranges.

12170
Professional dish-ring Set FORMIDABLE

This 10-piece dessert ring mould set helps to make  
dishes real eye-catchers. Rings of three different sizes 
serve to trim a wide variety of foodstuffs, be it starters, 
main courses or desserts. With a pusher for each ring 
size the food is pressed into, and cleanly removed from, 
the ring. Just screw the handle onto the required disc. 

Two rings of each size:   
Ø 4 cm x H 3 cm; Ø 6 cm x H 4 cm, Ø 8 cm x H 5 cm. 
(Set: 2 rings and 1 pusher of each size, 1 handle)  
stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

12180        
Rings for starters and desserts - round                   NEW 

These rings for starters and desserts make dishes eye-catching and  
appealing. With a diameter of 7,5 cm and a height of 5 cm they mould 
starters, main courses and desserts into attractive presentations. 
Complements the professional dish ring set No. 12170.

12160
Rings for starters and desserts - square        NEW

These rings for starters and desserts make dishes eye-catching and  
appealing. With a diameter of 7,5 cm and a height of 5 cm they mould 
starters, main courses and desserts into attractive presentations. 
Complements the professional dish ring set No. 12170. 

12120
Circular Mould for aliments TRICKSY

Round shaped food ring. Handle can be folded out.  
Suitable for eggs,potatoes, pancakes and meat dishes. 2 pcs.

12140
Heart-shaped Mould for aliments TRICKSY

Heart shaped food ring. Handle can be folded out.  
Suitable for eggs, potatoes, pancakes and meat dishes. 2 pcs.

12740
Lemon Slice Squeezer, stainless steel
Ideal for squeezing a lemon / lime slice. The practical pouring lip serves to  
drip juice onto fish, meat or salad precisely. No squirting! The squeezer is  
equally helpful at tea time.  
Stainless steel - brushed outside, polished inside, dishwasher-safe.
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14850                                  »La Linea«

Stirring Spoon CERCHIO UNO

The -stirring spon is excellent for mixing ingredients. The  
flexible corner on the spoon is also ideal for scraping and collecting food  
from the bottom of the pot. Easy to clean, heat resistant up to 250° C.  
Dishwasher-safe. 

14840                                  »La Linea«

Cooking Spoon CERCHIO

The  -cooking spoon adjusts wonderfully to the edges of the  
pot, pan and bowl, leaving nothing behind. Easy to clean, heat resistant  
up to 250° C. Dishwasher-safe.

14770    »La Linea«

Ladle and Scoop FONDO 

This ladle is two helpers in one. With the ladle, you can divide stews and  
soups into perfect portions. With the flat front of the ladle, you can also  
effortlessly scoop “leftovers” out of pots and pans. A clever kitchen solution.  
Hole in handle: hang it up ready to hand at all times. 
Stainless steel and heat-resistant nylon (up to 210°C).

14790 »La Linea«

Spoon Spatula DESTRO

The multi-purpose kitchen solution. The especially flat spatula with sturdy edges  
is ideal to scoop up slices of meat or stir-fried vegetables and makes turning 
omelettes, fried eggs and rissoles simple and easy. Hole in handle: hang it up  
ready to hand at all times. Stainless steel and heat-resistant nylon (up to 210°C).

14830                                  »La Linea«

Potato Masher PATATA          

Boiled potatoes can be effortlessly mashed and made into puree.  
Designed to sit comfortably in the hand with a ridge to stop your hand  
sliding down the handle. Robust design in stainless steel.

14560                                  »La Linea«

Kitchen and Baking Brush ANGELINO

The perfect brush: noble design, ergonomic. Ideal for baking and all  
tasks where precision is a must. Doesn’t leave bristles, won’t stick,  
and is hygienic and easy to clean. Dishwasher-safe. 

14870                                  »La Linea«

Whisk ALLEGRO

This is how to have fun in the kitchen: the whisk lies comfortably in the  
hand, is flexible and shapely. Perfect mixing qualities for the most diverse  
of dishes; the clever use of silicone ensures a soft, quieter touch. The 
coating protects pots and pans. Dishwasher-safe.

LA LINEA KITCHEN 
UTENSIL
The particular combination of materials 
used in the La Linea product line give 
them heat resistance of up to 250 °C  
which can be used for a wide variety of 
purposes. Not only are these products 
beautiful and soft to the touch, but they 
are also hygienic and easily cleaned.  
Each product is ergonomically designed  
to rest securely and comfortably in your 
hand. Further La Linea products can  
be found in the catalogue.
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14460                     
Measuring and Mixing Cup, 1000 ml  NEW   

This one does it all. Measuring, mixing, storing – the  
graduated mixer is a true all-rounder in the modern  
kitchen. It is made of high-grade plastic and scaled  
in ml / l / ccm / fl. oz. with an additional liter indication  
inside. The stainless steel base provides high stability 
while the splash-guard lid facilitates the use of an  
immersion blender.   
Stainless steel base for stability, Splash-guard lid for  
use with immersion blender, Sealing lid for storage,  
Measures given in ml / l / ccm / fl. oz., Liter marks on  
the inside, SAN / stainless steel / plastic,  
dishwasher-safe.

14450 
Measuring Cup, 500 ml         

The outside graduation of this useful measuring cup makes it possible  
to read even tiny quantities. In addition, it allows the weighing of butter 
through displacement of water.

For measuring:
• Flour    • Sugar 
• Rice / pot barley   • Salt 
• Weighing butter 

more Parameters:
• Liters    • ccm / ml 
• Fl. oz.    • Cups

• Stainless steel / SAN (transparent plastic) 
• Dishwasher-safe

14490 
Dressingshaker                      NEW

The dressing shaker is the perfect aid for preparing “healthy greens”  
in lots of tasty varieties. With the recipes for five different dressings 
your salad dressings will come out perfectly at the flick of a wrist.  

21600                                    »La Linea«

Multi-tweezers PICCOLINO

Extra long handle make this ideal for using in a Wok. Also ideal for turning  
hot food in the pan or under the grill. Lifts hot food from deep pots. Nylon,  
heat resistant up to 250° C, extra long handle. Dishwasher-safe 

21615 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 15 units.

15320                                    »La Linea«

Multi-Pads CALDO, 2 pieces in the set

Stylish and 100% silicone with ridged, slip resistant surface. Can be used  
as a pot mat for hot dishes or as a grip to unscrew lids. One black and one  
white in each set. Dishwasher-safe. 

21400 »La Linea«

Spoon Tongs GANCIETTO

Versatile: for gripping and turning vegetables and roasts, 
or as a salad tool. Can even be used in coated pots and 
pans. With a comfortable handle and practical latch.  
Dishwasher safe. Length: 22.5 cm 

21450                                    »La Linea«

Spoon Tongs GANCIO

Versatile: for gripping and turning vegetables and roasts, or as a salad tool.  
Can even be used in coated pots and pans. With a comfortable handle  
and practical latch. Dishwasher safe. Length: 22.5 cm 

12880
Wall Hook FIxO 

Wall hook with suction cap, 2 pcs. 
The stainless steel / plastic hooks look good on any smooth surface and 
serve a wide variety of purposes. Easy to use. 
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11750
Meat Fork                                      NEW

This is the perfect aid for any form of frying, carving and serving.  
Perfect for turning and carving. Length: 35 cm. Stainless steel.

11920
Kitchen Tweezers PINO                       NEW

Tweezers offering a wide range of uses for cooking, roasting, removing  
and serving. Hygienic: the raised form prevents the tips coming into  
contact with the work surface. Suspension eyelet.  
Length 30cm. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe. 

11900
Kitchen Tweezers

Tweezers with multiple applications – for turning, removing or serving.  
Well-balanced tension for optimum force transmission. Corrugated  
ends guarantee safe hold of the fried food.  
Length: 30 cm. Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

11910
Fish bone Tweezers

The fish bone tweezers function as a kitchen tool that removes fish bones  
precisely, reliably and, above all, easily, so that nothing keeps you from enjoying  
your fish. For example, the tweezers are also ideal for removing chicken feathers.  
Their ergonomic shape makes them pleasant to hold. 

11780 / 11800
Grill Tongs 24 cm / 34 cm

Professional quality, stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 

12540
Nutcracker NOCETTO 

Thanks to a smaller and a larger opening, the robust stainless-steel nut-
cracker cracks nuts of any kind. Stainles steel and plastic, dishwasher-safe.

12545 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 15 units.

12690
Long-handled gas Lighter

Refillable long-handled gas lighter with flexible metal flame pipe, size  
adjustable flame and electronic ignition. The flexible flame pipe allows you  
to light your flame even in the most out-of-the-way positions. Fill with gas  
prior to initial use. 12695 – Sales enforcing display. Contains 18 units.

12495
Ice cream Scoop GEPALINA 

With a simple ice cream scoop removal function, Ø 50 mm.
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

 

12880
Gas Refill 

High-purity, technical synthesis gas (isobutane), DIN 32 621, Constant pres-
sure during use of lighter. No need to regulate the flame, Optimum burning 
behaviour. Burns sparingly. No odour or soot. Thanks to its standardised valve, it 
fits onto almost all standard refillable lighters without the need for an adapter.  

21540
Barbecue Tongs

With their well-balanced spring force and exact force transmission to  
their ends, the tongs guarantee convenient handling at the barbecue  
and at the table. The wavy ends of the tongs hold the foodstuff safely.  
length: 35 cm, stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

13490        Available in fall 2012

Nut Cracker MANOLO                          NEW
with porcelain bowl                               

Ergonomic and timeless design

• Two-compartment system for big and small nuts
• Porcelain bowl for nuts or nut shells
• Cracks nuts without damaging the kernel
• Suitable for walnuts, hazelnuts, 
  pecan nuts / almonds
• Nut cracker: stainless steel / plastic
• Dishwasher-safe 
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12810 
Corn cob Holders, 4 pcs.

Use these corn cob holders to enjoy freshly cooked corn on the cob without
getting greasy fingers. Just stick it in and turn at will. Dishwasher-safe.

13430
Garlic Peeler

With the garlic peeler it is easy to remove the skin of the garlic cloves  
without getting unpleasant smells on your hands.
Silicon, dishwasher-proof.

12330
Digital Timer 

With this practical digital timer every dish is bound to be a success.  
Adjustable to the minute and to the second (up to 99 min. and 59 sec.).   
Can be attached to any metal surface thanks to a magnet on the back,  
or supported on the yoke. Stainless steel / plastic.

21860
Fridge Thermometer

Food-friendly and energy saving! The fridge thermometer is used to measure  
the exact temperature inside the fridge because maintaining the ideal 
temperature inside a fridge can ensure the optimum durability of the food  
and prevent any wasteful consumption of electricity.

12300 / 12310
Timer large (ø 78 mm) / small (ø 61 mm)           NEW 

This convenient timer with a duration from 0 to 60 minutes can be wind up  
precisely to the minute. The heavily red marked display shows the remaining 
runtime. The magnet on the back of the timer allows easy attaching to  
magnetic surfaces. This is how you can always keep your timer within eyeshot.  

21890
Freezer and Fridge Thermometer           NEW

Just hang or place it in the fridge or the freezer compartment and read the  
respective ideal temperature range in °C from the scale areas marked blue.  

12320
Egg Pricker with Timer Tempico 

An effective combination of two products: an egg pricker with an egg  
timer. The sharp spike pierces the eggshell easily, and the integrated  
timer sets the exact boiling time not just for eggs. Continuously adjustable  
up to 60 min., the timer takes care of all dishes. Stainless steel / plastic. 

12200
Egg Pricker

The practical kitchen aid. Body made of high polish stainless steel,  
base made of black plastic.
 

12210
Egg Pricker

The practical kitchen aid. Body shine polished, matte base,  
stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.
 

12460
Egg yolk Seperator

Easily separates egg whites and yolks.  
Stainless steel, dishwasher-safe.

12355
Egg Cracker with Salt Shaker
 
Place the egg cracker on the egg. Pull the ball and let it spring back to  
give the egg a crack. Remove the shell if necessary. The integrated salt  
shaker can be adjusted to a big or a small opening. For storing the salt  
shaker can be closed. 
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12410
Jar Bottle Opener 4 in 1

With bottle opener and can opener for condensed milk, guaranteed to easily 
open glass or bottle seals. Suitable for screw-off jar lids up to Ø 63 mm.  
Robust quality in stainless steel. 

12830
Five-in-one Opener APERTO 

This opener is a real multi-talent, opening screw caps (Ø 27 mm - 31 mm),  
crown caps, glass lids, beverage cans and pull-ring cans. Plastic. 

12470
Glass jar Opener JARKEY

The glass jar opener makes opening jar lids easier. The pressure seal  
is popped therefore making the lid easier to turn and remove. 
Plastic, dishwasher-proof.

*limited distribution rights. Available only on request.

12390
Tin Opener

Tin opener with rotating cutting blade. It is operated by turning the rotating  
handle. Blade and wheels are made from hardened steel and guarantee a  
clean cut. 

12420
Can Opener

Tried and true, simply practical, good for opening cans of various sizes.

13470
Can Opener CANDO

The patented cutting tool safely opens the lid without sharp edges.  
The lid can be reused. Simple to use with an ergonomic grip and  
pincer function to remove the lid. Mix of stainless steel and high- 
quality plastic, easy to clean and hygienic. 
13475 – Sales enforcing display, 12 pcs

12455
Recharge Blades Hob Cleaner

3 replacement blades fit the glass scraper article number 12450 

22350
Tablecloth Clips

Stainless steel, set contains 4 pieces
 
 

22450
Tablecloth Clips

Plastic-coated, white, set contains 4 pieces 

 

22150
Tablecloth Clips

Zinc-coated, set contains 4 pieces 

 

22250
Tablecloth Clips for extendable tables

Spring loaded, set contains 4 pieces, nickel coating.  
Suitable for tabletops with a profile from 19 to 45 mm.

12450
Caramic Hob Cleaner

Invaluable for cleaning ceramic ranges.
Stainless steel.
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13574
Display Tomato Cutter POMO                                      NEW  

Specially ridged Japanese steel blade cuts tomatoes into 12 pieces.
14 units in the display.

13465
Display Spiral Slicer SPIRELLI 

Sales enforcing display, holds 36 units.
Height: 1,90 m

13635
Display Ceramic Peeler CERAMO                              NEW 
 

Sales enforcing display, holds  12 units.

12532
Display Apple Corer KERN-OTTO

Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units. 
 

13735                                    »La Linea«

Display Orange Peeler MELANSINA

Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units. 
 

13455
Display Garlic Slicer GARLICO 

Don’t crush - slice! The garlic slicer cuts into slices or into cubes.   
Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units.

12545
Display Nutcracker NOCETTO

Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units.

12695
Display Long-handled gas Lighter 

Sales enforcing display, holds 18 units.
 

21615                                 »La Linea«

Display Tweezer PICCOLINO

Sales enforcing display, holds 15 units. 

12565 
Display Asparagus Peeler

Sales enforcing display, holds 18 units.

21825 
Display Digital-Thermometer SCALA

Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units. 

13475
Display Tin Opener CANDO 

The patented tin opener makes for easy opening of tins without leaving   
sharp edges. Sales enforcing display, holds 12 units.
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91800
Display Cabinet for the knife range RAN

With magnet strips, lockable, lit-up, includes product information,  holds 10 
knives. Designed for presentation stands, wall presentation and  presentation 
columns. Measurements: 800 x 220 x 525 mm  

91810
Display Cabinet  

Unrivalled sharpness requires special presentation! The new knife cabinet  
with two lockable folding glass  doors slickly displays the products. The variety  
of knives are held in place with magnets and explained through the product  
information. Movable glass shelves display other GEFU products from the  
“cutting” range. Two-sided lighting. Measures 800 x 220 x 950 mm

91760
Wall Display 

Base unit of the wall display comes with catchy slogan, hooks and 3 glass  
shelves. Measurements: 1250 x 2510 x 550 mm
 
Lighting can be added.

91750
Wall Display
 

The wall display can be individually combined and comes with catchy  
slogans, wall hooks and glass shelves. Display assembly package as  
shown in the picture:

2 x base unit incl. 6 glass shelves
1 x 60 cm unit incl . 2 glass shelves
1 x display table

Lighting can be added. 91900.22
Shop floor Display Base Unit 

The base unit of the shop floor display is supplied with illuminated logo, 
wall hook and 2 glass shelves. Lighting can be added.
Measurements: 1000 x 1000 x 1400 mm 

 

Shop floor Display 

The shop floor displays can be individually combined.  
In this example the following units are combined: 

  2 x 91900.22 Base unit
  1 x 91900.23 Top unit
  1 x 91900.27 Head board
  5 x 91900.28 Lighting elements

91900.23
Shop floor Display Top Unit

The top unit is supplied with wall hook and 1 glass shelf.
Lighting can be added.
 

91900.27
Shop floor Display Head Board

The head board is supplied with a wall hook.
Measurements: 700 x 710 x 1300 mm

 

91900.21
Gourmet Corner  

The gourmet corner is ideally designed for entrances or small areas.
Wall hooks and glass shelves are supplied. The frame allows to change  
the picture. Measurements: 600 x 600 x 1400 mm

Presentation 
Systems
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Glossary:

All Purpose Knife GOU .......................31

All-Purpose Knife ................................57

All-Purpose Shears .............................57

Almond Mill .........................................65

Apple Corer KERN-OTTO ...................46

Apple Peeler 3 in 1 .............................46

Asparagus / Carrot Peeler  

FILIGRANO .........................................51

Asparagus and Vegetable Peeler ........53

Asparagus Peeler with  

Finger Grip ...................................23, 52

Baking Frame UNO ..........................102

Baking Nozzle ..................................105

Baller BOCELI ....................................48

Barbecue Tongs ...................29, 89, 118

Baster for Roasting .............................85

Beef olive Cramp ................................92

Blanching Spoon ................................79

Boning knife RAN ...............................34

Bottle Stopper ............................98, 100

Bread Bin RONDO ......................25, 110 

Bread knife RAN .................................35

Cake and PIZZA Saver EASY ...........107

Cake Ring ........................................102

Can Opener CANDO ..................23, 122

Can Opener ......................................122

Cème-brûlée Set ..............................112

Ceramic Hob Cleaner .......................123

Ceramic Peeler ...................................53

Ceramic Peeler CERAMO ...................53

Ceramic Slicer ....................................52

Cheese Slicer PAMA ...........................55

Chef‘s Knife GOU ...............................32

Cherry Pitter .....................................106

Chopping Board Box  

CASSETTO ..................................22, 42

Coarse Shredder GREZZO .................60

Coffee Filter ANGELO ...................26, 97

Coffee Measure ..................................98

Colander, collapsible ...........................69

Component for Pastamachine ............74

Cookbook Holder LIBRO ..................110

Cooking Spoon CHERCHIO .............115

Cord Dispenser CORDELLO .........28, 86

Corkscrew MOLTOVINO .....................99

Corn cob Holder ...............................120

Crème brûlée Bowls, 2pcs ...............112

Crème brûlée-Set, 5pc .....................112

Crown fine Grater CORONA ...............59

Cube Slicer CUBICO ..........................47

Cucumber Slicer DAS ORIGINAL  .......64

Cutting Mats, 4 pieces ........................43

Digital Meat Thermometer  

TEMPERE ..........................................84

Digital radio Roast thermometer  

with Timer HÄNDI ...............................84

Digital Timer ................................84,120

Digital-Thermometer SCALA .........27, 85

Dish Warmer CELEBRATE ..........25, 110

Double Peeler DOPPIO .................23, 52

Dough Spatula DOLCE .....................104

Draining Sieve RESISTI .......................69

Dressingshaker .................................117

Egg Cracker with Salt Shaker ...........121

Egg Pricker with  

Timer TEMPICO .........................28, 121

Egg Pricker .......................................121

Egg Slicer DUO ..................................55

Egg yolk Seperator ...........................121

Filet knife RAN ....................................34

Fine Grater FINO ................................60

Fish bone Tweezers ..............29, 89, 118

Five-in-one Opener APERTO .....100,122

Flaker FIOCCHI ..................................60

Food Mill FLOTTE LOTTE ..............67-68

Four-Way Grater RASPINI ...................62

Four-Way Grater  

VITALES LASER CUT .........................62

Four-Way Grater .................................62

Freezer- / Refigerator  

Thermometer ..............................85, 120

French-fries and Vegetable Cutter .......55

Fridge Thermometer .........................120

Fruit and Vegetables Grater  

FRUTTARE .........................................63

Garlic Cutter GARLICO ...........23, 44, 87

Garlic Peeler .....................................120

Garlic Press ........................................82

Gas Refill ..........................................119

General-Purpose Knife RAN ...............33

Ginger Grater ................................63, 88

Glass jar Opener JARKEY .................122

Gourmet Cutter VIOLINO ..............18, 38

Gourmet Slicer TARTUFOLO ..............54

Grill Tongs ..................................89, 118

Ham knife RAN, scalloped ..................35

Herb Mill .............................................65

Herb Scissors .....................................57

Ice cream Scoop GEPALINA .............119

Jar / Bottle Opener 4in1 ...........100, 122

Julienne Cutter STRISCIA ...................51

Kitchen and Baking  

Brush ANGELINO .....................104, 115

Kitchen roll Holder DAS ORIGINAL ...110

Kitchen Torch FUEGO .......................112

Kitchen Tweezers .................29, 89, 118 

Knife Sharpener GOU SHARP ............36

Knife Sharpener RAN SHARP .............36

Ladle and Scoop FONDO .................114

Larding Needle ...................................92

Large cook‘s knife RAN ......................35

Lemon and Spice Grater  

DAS ORIGINAL ............................64, 88

Lemon Juicer PRESCO ..............96, 112

Lemon Slice Squeezer ................96, 112

Levered Corkscrew .............................99

Long-handled gas Lighter .................119

Mango Cutter .....................................47

Measuring and Mixing  

CUP MISURO, 1000 ml ......27, 103, 117

Measuring Cup, 500 ml ......27, 103, 117

Meat Fork .............................29, 89, 118

Meat Mallet CARPO ...........................90

Meat Mincer Size 5 .....................91, 105

Meat Mincer Size 7/8 ..................91, 105

Meat Mincer ...............................91, 106

Meat roll Rings ....................................92

Meat roll Skewers ...............................92

Milk Frother FINO ...............................98

Mortar CARA ......................................88

Motor Pastamachine ..........................75

Mould for aliments TRICKSY.............113

Multigrater RASPINI ............................62

Multi-Pads CALDO ...........................116

Multi-tweezers PICCOLINO ..............116

Nut Cracker MANOLO  

with porcelain bowl .....................24, 119

Nutcracker NOCETTO ......................119

Nutmeg Grater .............................64, 88

Nutmeg Mill  

MOSCATA LASER CUT ..........16, 61, 86

Office knife GOU .................................32

Office knife RAN .................................33

Orange Peeler MELANSINA ................49

Oven Thermometer .............................85

Paper-roll Holder BUTLER ................110

Parmesan Mill .....................................65

Pasta Dryer ........................................75

Pastamachine BRILLIANTE ................73

Pastamachine  

PASTA PERETTA NERO .....................73

Pastamachine  

PASTA PERFETTA DE LUXE ...............74

Pastamachine PASTA PERFETTA .......74

Pastry Press COOKIE .......................107

Pastry Roller EXACT .........................107

Pastry Roller PIATTO ........................104

Peeler, stainless steel ..........................53

Peeling Knife .......................................57

Permanent Coffee Filter Insert  

ARABICA ......................................26, 97

Pineapple Slicer BASIC .......................40

Pineapple Slicer COMFORT ................41

Pineapple Slicer  

PROFESSIONAL PLUS ................20, 40

Pineapple Slicer  

PROFESSIONAL ..........................21, 41

Pizza / Cake Cutting Wheel  

PEZETTO ...................................54, 104

Plum Stoner .....................................106

Porcelain Bowl INSPIRIA ..................112

Potato / Spaetzle Press  

SPAETZLEBOUB ................................82

Potato and Spaetzle Press  

TRI STAR ............................................81

Potato and Spaetzle Press .................82

Potato Grater DAS ORIGINAL ............64

Potato Masher PATATA .....................115

Potato Press - DAS ORIGINAL ...........81

Potato Press and Fruit Juicer ..............81

Potato Press Bags ..............................82

Potato Press .......................................81

Poultry Shears ..............................56, 91

Pourer Spout ....................................100

Professional Dish-ring Set  

FORMIDABLE ...........................108, 113

Prosecco and Wine Opener  

VINOSO .......................................24, 99

Radish Curler RETTIMO ......................46

Ravioli / Pasta-Case Mould,  

3-piece Set .........................................76

Ravioli / Pasta-Case Mould, foldable, 

square / round ....................................76

Ravioli Cutter, square / round ..............76

Ravioli-/ Pasta-Case Maker, 

3-Piece Set, square / round ................75

Raw Vegetable Grater 

DAS ORIGINAL ..................................64

Recharge Blades Hob Cleaner ..........123

Remnant Holder / Fingerguard 

RESTO ...............................................60

Rings for starters  

and desserts ............................108, 113

Roast and Oven  

Thermometer 3 in 1 ............................85

Roast Thermometer ............................85

Rotary Grater  

PECORINO LASER CUT ...............16, 61

Salad Bowl .......................................111

Salad Servers ...................................111

Santoku knife GOU .............................32

Santoku knife RAN .............................34

Serrated Grater ...................................63

Server CUPOLA .........................25, 111

Sharping Guide Rail, 2 pieces .............36

Shish kebab Skewers .........................92

Sieve .....................................70 - 71, 96

Sieve Ladle .........................................69

Silicone Cord for  

meat and vegetables ..........................86

Slicer TARI ....................................19, 45

Small cook‘s knife RAN ......................35

Spaetzle Board ...................................79

Spaetzle Maker ERGO ........................79

Spaetzle Planer for 

long / short Spaetzle ...........................78

Spaetzle Scraper ................................79

Spaetzle Spoon and Scraper ........28, 77

Spaetzle-Mix ................................28, 77

Sparkling Wine Stopper ....................100

Spear Skewers ...................................92

Spice Colander GUSTO ..........27, 87, 94

Spice Mill AROMATICO ................17, 86

Spice Scoop .......................................88

Spiral Slicer SPIRELLI ...................18, 44

Spoon Spatula DESTRO ...................114

Spoon Tongs CANCIETTO ..........90, 116

Spoon Tongs CANCIO ................90, 116

Spring-Loaded Poultry Shears ......56, 91

Srew-Top an Crown-Crap 

Opener BOTTARE ........................24, 99

Steam Insert VITALA ...........................69

Stirring Spoon CERCHIO UNO .........115

Strainer Press Original  

FLEISSIGES LIESCHEN .....................68

Straining Cloth ..............................70, 82
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Tablecloth Clips ................................123

Tea / Spice Infuser Ball .......................95

Tea / Spice Tongs ...............................96

Tea Infuser ..........................................95

Tea Stick SQUARE .............................95

Tea Stick TEALEAF .......................24, 95

Tea-Filter ARMONIA ......................26, 94

Tenderizer / Dough Aerator  

REBBIO ......................................90, 104

Timer ................................................120

Tin Opener .......................................122

Tomato- / Apple Slicer POMO ......19, 45

Tomato Corer PICCO ..........................49

Tomato knife RAN ...............................34

Tomato / Pepper /  Kiwi Peeler  

POMODORO ......................................50

Universal Cheese Grater 

PARMIGIANO LASER CUT ...........17, 61

Universal Cutter RAFFINATO ........54, 90

Universal Grater DAS ORIGINAL .........64

Universal Grater MULTICO ..................59

Universal Mill Grater, plastic ................65

Universal Peeler UNIVERSALE ............51

Universal Peeler ..................................53

Utensil Holder CARA ........................111

Vegetable and Cheese Peeler 

VERDURA ..........................................50 

Vegetable and Herb Chopper .............56

Vegetable Holder ..........................19, 48

Vegetable Slicer DAS ORIGINAL .........64

Vegetable knife ...................................57

Waiter‘s knife ......................................99

Wall Hook .........................................116

Whetstone 1000 / 3000 ......................36

Whetstone RAN ..................................36

Wisk ALLEGRO ................................115

Zester CERTO ....................................48
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